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Worker arrested for possesion of LSD
/

by Colleen Moore

•
•

•

•
•

FUTURE- STAFF WRITER

A man who worked at the construe·
tion site for UCF's new Engineering
Building was arrested recently on an
out-of·state charge of possession of
more than $5000 worth of narcotics,
according to UCF police.
On March 29, UCF police received

information that drugs were being
sold to construction workers at the
construction site. Campus police
began an investigation, and arrested
three people that-day. After question·
ing, two suspects were released, but
James Ash, 26, was detained.

detective Ron Salvaggio. After his arrest, he was booked into Orange
County Jail. Since then, he has been
sent back to Tennessee, where he will '
again face the narcotics possession
"charges .

"A routine teletype check on his
Ash worked at UCF for two months identification had revealed nis
with the P.J. Goqdwin construction outstanding warrant in Tennessee,"
company, according to UCF police Salvaggio said. "In Chattanooga, he

had been charged with possession of
over $5000 worth of LSD. He got out
of jail on $JOO,OOO ·bond and fled to
Florida before the trial."
Nobody at th~ UCF construction
site was charged with buying or selling drugs, according to Salvaggio.
"Nothing like that was going on when
we got there that day. But we are continuing to look into it," he s.aid.

Green appeals
election results
:to council
by Tim Ball
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The results of this Spring's student body
presidential election are still unofficial as-a result of
Tom Green's appeal of last week's election commission hearing. It was decided at that meeting of the
election commission that John Gill and Andrea
Darner, Green's opponents and the present winners, were not at fault in their dislosure of funds
spent on their campaign.
Green, citing a "lack of due process" · in last
week's hearing, is hoping the Judicial Council will
see things differently than the election commission.
"I really think I have a legitimate reason (to appeal)," he said.
The judicial hearing, which will be the final word.
on the election results, is tentatively scheduled for
next Tuesday. Time and place have not yet been announced.
According to current .vice president-elect Andrea
mash 'em·Up
.
Darner, next week's meeting is not definite because At Wednesday's Carnival for World Hunger, several students took out their pre-exam frustrations on
the council must first approve Green's appeal.-Due this poor automobile. The names of several professors, administrators, and other staff members,
to a minor technicality, Green's original appeal to scratched into the car with crayon, were the targets for many who participated. Of the names written
the judicial council was rejected. The council must on the side of the auto, Lou Saban and Richard Truett were the most popular. For more info on the
decide whether or not to permit a second appeal . Hunger Carnival and other charitable acitivity by UCF students, turn to page 3.
that Green filed correctly.

S

_John ,- Sowinski
no.lame duck

I

Search for leaders
continues at UCF
by Colleen Moore
FUTURE STAF WRITER

At the beginning of the spring semester, eight of the College of Arts and Sciences' 19
departments needed to find a
new chairman. Since then,
two departments have found
new chairmen, and two have
reached the final stages of fin·
ding a new chairman. Four
departments continue the
search.
Dr. Joyce Lille of Florida
International University will

begin working at UCF this
fall as chairma:i;i of the
political science department.
In · addition, Dr. Raymond
Shapek of Fairleigh Dickiz:ison University in New Jersey
will be the new chairman of
UCF's public service administration department in
the fall.
Of the departments that
continue to search for
chairmen, the physics department appears to be having
the most difficulties. "We are

by Tim Ball_
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

This week, The Future sat down with 3tudent Body President John Sowinski to talk
about the accomplishments and shortcom·
ings of student government over the past
year.
What do you feel is your administration's
most important accomplishment?
"There are several important accomplishments we've made this year. Increased student representation is one
achievement. This year, for the first time, we
nm Barto/Future

, SEE SEARCH, PAGE 6

Student Body President John Sowinski

SEE SOWINSKI; PAGE 4
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urnewest club in Orlando
willhave more ofagoodthing.

AEROBICS AREA •
Improve your cord10
vascular.cond1hon and
local muscle endurance
1n professionally developed
aerobic dance c lasses
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cushioned track

SAVE40%NOW
on a Silver, Bronze or limited Membership

ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER •
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SWIMMING POOL e Enjoy on invigorating
swim in our 75-foot lap pool or relax in our
co-ed sauna and whirpool area

fl

~ @~Health&Racquetbal/C/ub
(Opening Soon) 4650 S. Semoran Blvd .. 2 miles south of Curry Ford, 277-1144
(Now Open) 1700 N. Semoran Blvd .. (Hwy. 436) , 1 mile north of Aloma B!vd .. 678-1118
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Students join together to support charities

•
by Tim Ball

•
•

•

•
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•

FUTURE STAFF WRITE~

It isn't often that students
from ·several different types
of organizations get together
at UCF. That changed on
Wednesday, however, when
UCF held its first annual Carnival for World Hunger.
Students from several canipus ministry groups, service
organizations, and greek
organizations, along with
local area businesses, combined their .collective efforts to
sponsor a wide variety of activities to raise money for
Africare, an international
organization designed to provide direct relief for African
. famine victims .
India Pullin, chief organizer
of the event, called it "a complete success." The amount of
response we've received is
tremendous. We've got UCM

groups, service groups, and
greeks all working together
on this.''
To assist in drawing community attention to the carnival, two popular local disc
jockeys-Cat Sommers and
Roclcin' Ray of BJ-105-made
live broadcasts from the Student Center Green and auctioned off popular albums.
Pullin said the two radio per- ·
sonalities offered their services for the event absolutely
free. Glenn Rinker, news coanchor from WCPX-channel
six,· was also present to talk
on his recent trip to Ethiopia.
According to Pullin, it was
hoped that $400 could be raised during the course of the
fair. Carnival workers were
~ore than pleasantly surprised when they discovered they
had taken in revenue in excess of $550 .
Booths at the event offered
several original ~d inexpen-

PHOTO/TIM BARTO

Another unfortunate victim of the Alpha Delta Pi Hit Squad takes it on the cheek.

sive ideas for those attending.
Several students paid 25
cents a shot to smash up an
old car at the Baptist Campus
Ministry's booth.
One of the most popular

events ~as sponsored by
Alpha Delta Pi sorority. For
only fifty cents, students'
could "buy a contract" to
have the face of a fyiend-or
enemy7smothered in whip-

NEWS WRITERS NEEDED

ped cream. With a similar
idea the Newman Club offered students the opportunity to have a victim of their
choosing ''thrown in the slammer.'• .

bFuture

JOIN THE BEST!

The following position is open:

Production

~Future

Assistant~

Apply in person at the business office.
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SOWINSKI
FROM PAGE 1
had a student-myself-on the University
Budget Committee. With a precedent such as
that, students can look forward to further input in the university-wide budgeting
process.''
Activity and Service Fee budget reform is
another item of importance Sowinski stressed. "With the budget we recently passed, I'm
very confident that students' dollars are being spent on areas where students can
benefit."
On the subject of funding special interest
· groups, a subject that has sparked much
debate over the past few weeks, Sowinski
made his stand clear. "I want to see accessibility (to Activity and Service Fee
money~ for all students, not just the ones who
can wield political power."
Another task that student government has
tackled is a tutoring referral service. "We
should have that in operation by the start of
the Summer Semester," he said.
"We also set some long term goals for student government this year. It's important
that this organization keep its direction and
remain true to its purpose. Student government is basically a business that has to be
run well and run wisely.''
".Something tangible that we've done is the
_design and creation · of the new Kiosk. Construction should begin within two weeks.
Hopefully, it will be complete by July 1.
What Sowinski considered to be by far the
greatest accomplishment of his administration is "the way ·we've · got people working
together. In the previous administration,
there were 12 judicial disputes. This year,
we've had only one (Tom Green's appeal of
this spring's election results).''
"The bottom line is that when you.'ve got
people working together, you get things
done.''

Looking back, is there anything you would
have done differently; anything you didn't
accomplish?
"I come up with new ideas everyday. It's
unfortunate that my term of office only lasts
one year.''
"Establishing a Council of Presidents was
one thing we didn't achieve. We had hoped to
have a place where the presidents of all campus organizations could meet and exchange
information. Due to several logistical problems, that never occured."
Although it's not official as. to who your
successor is, do you have anything to say
about the next administration?
"Well, no matter who it is, it will be someone I've worked with. All the candidates
have been members of my administration. So,
I'd say we'll have some good continuity, no
matter who takes over. They won't be John
Sowinski clones, but they will work hard for
studen ts."

''

Know your limitations,
set your priorities,
and choose your battles.

• Permanent Centers _open days,
evenings, weekends.
•Complete TEST·N-TAPE'
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

I

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

GM~iRIL 21 .
LSAT
APRIL 27

~~ !~!;~~~
g

EDUCATIONAL

Winter Park, Fl. 32792

~Ml:PARATION~~SH:El938

In New 'lbrlt Stale Stanley H Kaptan Educabonal Cenler L{d

T.H E UCF THEATER
presents
THE MIKADO
A Gilbert & Sullivan Operetta
In the Auditorium

-by John Sowinski

''
Any parting words of wisdom before you
step down; anything you've learned that
you'd like to share?
"I'd have to say you should know what
your goals are. Know your limitations, set
your priorities, and choose your battles
carefully."

April 19, 20. at 8:00 p.m.
General Admission: $7:00
UCF Students: Free with I.D.
Call 275-2862 between 10:00 and 3:00,
weekdays, for reservations.

Sandalwood
Village

Bedroom 1
11 1113 10

• A $250.00 Deposit
· Will Hold Your
Apartment Until Fall

•

• 1000 Square Feet
• Vaulted Ceilings .
•

• Vertical Blinds
• Ful_
ly ~quipped Kitchens
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 Master Bedrooms
Bedroom 2

the tuition; the labs, the dorms,
and ah the other things
our college loan will cover.
See your Atlantic Banker or
caltour toll-free Financial Hotline,

u 1. 100

Floor Plan

• On Alafaya
Close to
UCF

Contact:
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

'JI~2

,3

SW

~!~~~!<

671·5448

1-800-342-2705

"9

•

•

' Bank's
for more information about Atlantic
government-guaranteed student loans.

•

~Atlantic
Bank
~ TheBestBankAround~

•

Atlantic National Bank of Florida
Banking Locatio11s Staf('l,vidc
Ml·mhl·r l'I >IC

•

•
•
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@REDl<EN .

A great cut deserves the best care .
Redken\!l products .

•
•
~

•

q

Univ.

Show your Purse-onality with accessories

<

KMart ~

~

Mon. Fri. 9·6

Congratulations

CALL

Blvd.

Sat. 9-5 Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9·"1

•

to all graduating
•
seniors
To help you get a start in the
business world - we're offering an additional 10 %
.OFF all briefcases & portfolios.
Leather - suede - vinyl
with UCF I.D .

•
•
•

. Polish up that professional
select~on
Handbags • Fashion Jewelry
Accessories • Wallets • Belts
at prices reduced up to 50%

look with a large

•

•

YOUR FRIENDLY HOMETOWN BANK

of:

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

•

~

• OVIEDO,

F~ORIDA 32765
Next to Iveys - Colonial Plaza 894-1943 ·

EQUAL HOUSING .

•

LENDER

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365·6611

More Than Just Books ...

•

Bookstore's
Spring
CLEARANCE SALE

•
NOTEBOOKS - t - AND BINDERS

Come Explore Your College Store!

Just In Time
for:
Graduation
Mother's Day
Father's Day
•

April ·22 ·May 3
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Engineers walk with awards
by Krys Fluker
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

·NEED A JOB?
Let Kelly Services help you earn extra
money.

The recent trip by UCF's mechanical
engineering department to Jacksonville was
marked by two awards, one of which was contested by other schools present.
The conference, a regional meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
was a joint effort between the senior division
of the society and the student division. The
host school was the University of Florida.
Robin Diggins/Future
Mark Perry and Robert Kupke, UCF
mechanical engineering majors, took first Some of UCF's ·award winning mechanical
prize in the . design competition. The engineers. They are, from left to right, Phillip
challenge was to build a structure from Thomas, Randy Carson and Mark Perry.
materials provided to support as much
weight as possible. The materials provided was screaming and I was screaming... every
were not exactly standard building supplies, time he opened his mouth i screamed louder.
however. Kupke listed the supplies as "ten I'd been telling people off in the hallway, sayIBM cards, two paperclips, four popsicle ing it wasn',t fair." ~vidently the judging
sticks, four straight pins, and a baggi~. And committee was finally convinced, and UCF
an instruction sheet. We're good design took ·home first prize for a structure that sup,
.
ported over 140 lbs.
engineers. We use everything." .
Perry and Kupke weren't that upset over
The controversy arose when one of the competing schools contested a technical point of their near-disqualification. Kupke admitted
UCF's structure. The faculty adviso~, Dr. · that he wasn.'t even going to have it judged
Henry Hagedoorn, described the accusations. because the line was too long. "We won $25.
''They said 'UCF should be disqualified.
SEE ENGINEERS, PAGE 7
They broke the rules.' There was a guy and he

Check your schedule. If you can give us one
day or _
more a week, weekends or eveningswe need you. We have a variety of
assignments. If you have office skills, no office skills, a genuine enjoyment of people or
a strong back for light industrial assignments,
you qualify.
Contact the Kelly Services office most convenient for you.
•WINTER PARK (closest to UCF, corner of 436
and University)
130 University Park, Suite 210
'678-9909
e:MAITLAND • 660-2339
•SO. ORLANDO -855-5476.
,KISSIMMEE - ·933-0160

ILL[''"k~fiyGirl"
~

-~People

SERVIC _ES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/F/H

/

PERSONAL COMPUTER SHORT COURSES

SEARCH

FROM PAGE 1

-

OFFERED BY THE

"-

looking for someone who
specializes in lasers and optics because this is an area we
are trying to build up at
UCF," physics department
acting chairman-Dr. William
Oelfke said Tuesday.
"We began the search one
year ago and didn't find ' a
satisfactory candidate,''
Oelfke said. ''Last summer we
opened another search, but
the guy we selected wasn't
available .. We plan to open a
third search in the fall. These
people in lasers and optics are
in great demand, and are very
high-priced. We are _in competition with other schools
and industry, and it is difficult,'' he added.
The search committee for
. the department of sociology
and anthropology expects to
make a decision on a new
~ chairman sometime this
~· week, according to Dr.
;; Charles Unkovic. "We are
looking for a scholar with administrative experience who
has run dual departments,"
he said.
The search committee for
the department of art has conducted interviews, and began
the search last year, according to search committee
chairman Dr. Steve Lotz.
"We have finished the search
and have made a recommendation to Dean (Jack) Rollins.
The ball is in his court,'' Lotz
said. Rollins is the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The department of music's
search committee will interview candidates next week.
"The search has been going
on since the beginning of this
year. We expect to hire someone by early May," search
committee chairman Dr. Edward HotB:llng said Tuesday.

COLLEGE OF EXTENDED STUDIES
AND THE

SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER
COLLEGE OF :aus,N~SS ADMINISTRATION
IN' CONJUNCTION WITH THE

U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Hands-on instruction using IBM-PC Comput.ers. Select the short course
from the. offering list below that best satisfies your needs.
,.

DATES

REGISTRATION
FEE

May 6June 10
Mondays
2-4 p.m.

$150.00

April 26·
INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING: Provides the student with an understanding of May 17
word processing on personal computers. Covers a variety of word processing programs such as Fridays
10-12
Wordstar, Wordstar 2000, IBM Writing Assistant, and Multimate
noon

$120.00

COURSE
•

A

..

.

c

'

--·

May 6LEARN TO LOVE A COMPUTER: Beginers will learn the basics of comput.ers, t.erminology, June 10
and will discover there many uses. Students will be able to try such applications as word pro- Mondays
cessing, filing, and spreadshe·ets:"
·
·
6·8 p.m.
,~.._·

.

--D

.

INTRODUCTION TO DBASE Ill: Designed to provide the new user with an overview of
DBase III. Covers the Assist function in detail and introduces command files.
-

B

,

..

~

$120.00

.

BASIC PROGRAMMING: The student is introduced to programming and Basic commands.
Concepts studied will be put to use while creating programs.
.

May 6·
June 10
Mondays
6-8 p.m.·

May 1- ·
May 29
E LOTUS 1-2-3: Provides an overview of the Lotus 1-2-3 program by creating a spreadsheet.
Students then learn the power of 1·2·3 by manipulating their spreadsheets, graphing the infor- Wed.
6-8 p.m.
mation, and using database functions.

•
$150.00

$150.00

REGISTRATION: College of Extended Studies AD 396 or call 275-2123. Mastercard or Visa
accepted. Make check payable to UCF and include your social security number.
LOCATION: All courses are held at INACOMP Computer Center, 218 East Altamonte Drive
(Interstate Mall)

•

DISCOUNTS: 10% discount for faculty, staff, and students.
•

For information on facilities for the -handicapped call 275-2796.

•

•
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United
Parcel
Service

I

·Part-Time Positions

~

I

Avail~ble

United Parcel Service will be accepting
applications for part-time loaders and
unloaders. Excellent pay and ben:efits
58.00 per hour _to start. Paid vacations
and holidays. Must t>e available for shifts
beginning 4:00 a_
.m., 5:30 p.m. or l l:OO
p.m. Work schedule is 3 to 5 hours ·per
day.
Please sign.up for interview
Appointment in Placement Genter
ADM Suite 124 immediately
Interviews will be April 24 by appointment only.
.UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

•

Deadline to be
extended
In a departure from
previoous policy, UCF will accept applications for summer
and fall enrollment up to day
classes begin.
The deadline for the 6-week
and 12-week summer
semesters is April 25; classes
begin May 13. The second
6-week summer term deadline
is June 13 with classes to
start June 24. the deadline for
fall is August 7; the semester

.ENGINEERS
FROM PAGE 6
We used all the money to buy
·
donuts for everybody."
Kupke also won third place
in the overall competition.
His paper and presentation
detailed ·a self-protection
device for scuba divers. The
device uses a hypodermic injection to explode a carbon
dioxide cartridge- inside the
abdominal cavity of a shark .
"There were a lot of divers in
the group and they were really interested. I guess the
judges saw that,'' he said. /

begins August 26 .
In another change, the
university will, for the summer only, accept new
students with a minimum 840
on the SAT or 17 on the ACT
and a minimum 2.0 grade
·point average (see last week's
Future, page 3). Regular requirements remain at 900 for
the SAT, ampus housing, call
the UCF housing office at
275-2171.

and other students from
southeastern schools like
University of Miami, Vanderbilt, Georgia Tech and
Auburn. Hagedoorn · described it as a "very nice
interplay" between students
and professionals .

It wasn't all seriousness,
however. Mark Perry described his reaction to the news
that he wasn't disqualified:
"There were hundreds of
students in this room (where
the competition was held),
right? So, I got everybody to
shut up and I yelled 'If you
really want the best engineer.ing education, go to the
Overall, it was a good op- University of Central
portunity for the students to Florida!' Then all hell broke
meet professionals in the field loose."

ANNOUNCING ·
.

ANEW ERA IN STUDENT TRAVEL:
SAVING STUDENTS
· ·

•

•

MONEY._ .,,,~

You've heard about student travel dis<::ounts for a long :~.ff:i-:~~time. But each time you got close to the discount, maybe
it didn't turn out to be such a bargain after all.
Well, welcome to Ontej, specialist in student and bargain
travel, and part of a world-wide network ca lled the International Student Travel Conference and the Council of
International Educational Exchange (C.l.E.E.).
With Ontej, you can save time and money. Whether your
travel plans mean going home for the weekend, or going to
Europe for the summer, we can help open the door to as
much as 40% savings, off normal airfares, plus discounts on
hotels, tours, even car rentals.
All you need is your own International Student ldenti-.
• fication Card, and you're on your way!

~:~=1r:· $.Sj,§NtJs~~t.g%~i:~.\

onte• -

,,. - - - - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I I want to save money on travel.
Send me:
~·

c·e.e.
I
f,I

D Information on how to get
my 1.0. card.
D Information on Work/Study/
Language Programs.

•

•

•

•

Mail to: Ontej/C.1.E .E.
701 s.w. 27th Avenue
Miami.

F~ 0;3~~

Name - - - - --'------- - - - - Address _ _ _ City _ _ _ State_ Zip
Phone

College/University

For information and reservations call (800) 321-8380.
(In Miami, 642-1370)

---------------------

Opinion~~·~~~~~~
The Administration forbids campus members from
partiCipating in these kinds of parties.

When I started school five years
ago-at the behest of Richard
Bourgie, a girlfriend's father-I had
no idea I would venture into journalism. It's funny how things work
out; I hate heavy lifting and I am no
good in math so writing was really
the only thing left. Anyway, when I ·
started college I was being paid
$14,000 a year to run a McDonald's
restaurant. If I had not quit to go to
school, I would probably still be running a McDonald's restaurant. But I
have a future now. Is five years out
of a lifetime really that much to pay
to ensure that I will be able to provide for myself without working 60
hours a week in a job that I dread?
I had a boss who once told me
when things got rough to "Keep
plugging away." In the· middle of
long semesters covered by mounds ·
of homework, I often thought of
those three words. The world will
always need people to run the
McDonalds and manage the 7-lls,
but those who per-servere through
humanities and keep plugging away
through economics will be the ones
who spend weekends with their
families instead of slaving away at
dead-end jobs.
The Future has been a godsend for
me. I felt like I was contributing
something important to the school.
(Frankie fans will .agree with me on
this point). And because writers
have big egos, I was not the least
bit chagrined to autograph copies of
the newspaper for the throngs of .
female admirers that regularly
follow me about campus, hoping for
·
a glimpse.
Teachers though, are the focal
point 9f an education. While at
Seminole Community College, I met
Dr. Stephen C. Wright. He turned
me into someone who could think
and 'write clearly. Borne into me
from his classes was the interest and
desire to write. Here at UCF, two
teachers·, Dr. Fred Fedler and Ron
Smith of the journalism department,
listened to my moronic whimpering,
gave me advice, and encouraged me
when things got rough. There are no
words that could adequately thank
them. The highest compliment one
human being can pay to another is
not to forget them. And so Richard
Bourgie, Stephen Wright, Fred
Fedler, and Ron Smith, I will never
forget you.
The yoke of responsibility is off
me now academically, but a new,
tougher one is being harnessed. I
have a responsibility to UCF. In the
real world I have to do well so that
the people who graduate after me
-will be met with enthusiasm rather
than raised eyebrows and pointed
fingers.
I start my first professional job
Monday morning at The Sanford
Evening Herald. The managing
editor took a chance on me. I ~on't
plan on letting him down. Anyone
who thinks college is tough is right;
it is tough. So is being 50 years old
·and running an Albertson's or
Zayres at 10 p.m. on a Sunday
night. Think about it.

The Geneva Conference of 1954
temporarily settled the question of
who would be the successors to the
French. Its declaration divided Vietnam into two countries, communist
North Vietnam and independent
South Vietnam. But the long-term
fate of Vietnam and of America in
Vietnam was intertwined with the
destinies of two leaders: Ho Chi
Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem.
If Ho Chi Minh's popular image is
any indication, he must have had
the world's best public relations
organization working for him. The
typical line of Ho runs like this: Ho,
though he was a communist, was
first and foremost a nationalist.
In fact, Ho Chi Minh was a
brilliant fraud who spent his life
pretending to be exactly the opposite of what he really was. He was
The university's recent attempt to censure the "Mendel Madness" party a nationalist only in the sense that
held last Friday stands again as evidence of the university's misplaced he could not establish a communist
state in Vietnam if it was part of
priorities and lack of sincere resolve to solve the real problems it faces.
The party, sponsored by several fraternities and held off-campus, went off the French empire. His only loyalty
anyway, despite two fraternities withdrawing their sponsorship of the event . was to winning power for himself
after letters of disapproval from a university official were delivered to the and his ideology.
party sponsors.
The postwar occupation forces of
The letter reads, "Being recognized campus organizations, and thus Britain, the United States, and
representatives of the university, you (sponsors) should be aware that it is China soon left Vietnam, and France
the University's opinion that you will be held accountable to the Student returned. While nationalist groups
Affairs Division if any incidents occur which bring disfavor or poor publici- refused to cooperate with the
ty towards the University.' '
·
.
French, the communist View Minh
Of course the obvious reJ>uttal~ comes to mind. Why not censure chose to collaborate. - signed the
athletics? How about poorly structured cheating surveys? How about tigh~· so-called March 6 agreement that
lipped-administrators? The list goes on and on, but you get the idea. We · brought the French army back into
have seen the amount of good that the opinion of the "University" has don~ Northern Vietnam.
·
r
·•
. . . · Ho and the French together
for UCF's reputation in the com:mwiity.
Not to mention the fact that anything that occurs off-campus is none of massacred hundreds of leaders and
the university's business to begin with. It is true truit those organizations thousands of rank-and-file members
_a re representatives of the university, but so .is every student, faculty, and of nationalist groups. The .F rench
staff member here. Is,the university implying that the next time a UCF stu- gave the Viet Minh military equipdent gets rowdy at a nightclub he will be spanked and locked in a closet? ment, troops, and even artillery supPerhaps someone will suggest to the powers-that-be (hereaf~r referred to as port to carry this out. In July 1946,
actions. Ho's forces stormed the head·
the PTB) tl~at we are all adults and therefore responsible for
That "in loco parentis" crap doesn't wash here. Besides, the PTB have quarters of all the remaining naenough problems just doing their own jobs.
tionalist groups while French arA simple 'mind your own business' just seems insufficient at this point. mored personnel carriers cordoned
The university has overstepped its bounds. UCF a learning institution, off surrounding areas. Most of ~he
not a social guardian and should concentrate on being a learning institution. few remaining opposition leaders
were arrested and later killed._ When
the French turned on the Viet Minh
Mike Rhodes in November 1946, it was no acciEditor in Chief dent that Ho became the leader of
the only significant resistance. He
had killed almost all the others.
The idea that Ho Chi Minh was
primarily a Vietnamese nationalist
has no basis in fact. Instead of
cooperating with nationalists to win
independence, he spent his entire
career eliminating all independent
nationalists, even if this meant openly collaborating with colonial
France. Though he used the rhetoric
of nationalism, Ho was first and
foremost a Communist totalitarian.
He used nationalism to serve Communism rather than the other way
around.
s. Mlkell Rhodes Jeff Gllck
The alternative to Ho and comEditor In Chief
Art Director
©
munism was in South Vietnam. Ngo
University of Central Florida
Pamela Glmson
Kevin E. Kelley
Dinh Diem had built a state that
P.O. box 25000
General Manager Advertising Director
was
suhstantially free but, by
Orlando, Fl 32816
VlcklWhHe
Cheri Miiewski
American standards, not completely
Managing Editor
ProducHon Manager
Jennifer Machtel Jim Donato
free. Like most postcolonial leaders,
News Editor
Ad ProducHon Mqnoger
he governed in a manner that drew
Timothy K. Barto'
Don Wltlftlnd
its
i.nspiration partly from European
Sports Editor
Photography Editor

Mind your own business!
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Editor: ·
In reference to Tom Green's formal contestment
protest towards John Gill and Andrea Darner, it
appears that the protest is insufficient and absurd.
According te the recent front page article in The sense of joy at my accomplishment only to find
Future, the only allegations Green seems to have that I will graduate at 8 a.m. on May 3. 'Eight
against Gill and Darner is that they declared a.m.?' I ask with more than just a bit of disbelief.
plywood expenditures on their financial disclosures You must be kidding. How am I to expect my famias costing $3.00 a piece. However, Green insists ly and friends to travel for several hours to attend
that the plywood cost more. Gill rebutted that the this special event when it means that they will have
plywood cost less because it was two years old to leave their homes in the wee hours of the mornwhich represents a practical and efficient purchase. ing.
Green.' s accusatiQ_n toward Gill and Darner is
But at least the ceremony will be held in the gym.
shallow and somewhat comical. By this protest, Just think of it. After five years of hard work I'll
Green is presenting an im.age of a sore loser. If the walk through the hallowed goorways of the gym.
financial disclosure is. the only defense that Green What an exciting thought, to be rewarded for all
is using, he might as well forget it. If he would take my hard work amid the smell of dirty athletic attire
office now, he would only be ridiculed and laughed with the echoes of a loosing basketball season still
upon. There's nothing like a sore loser.
. in the air." Touching, isn't it?
During my tiqie here at UCF I have noticed on
Gail Flefel many occasions that we have a truly beautiful camSociology pus. The grass, the trees, the squirrels and the fresh
air are a big part of what has made my stay here enjoyable. My parents have never been on campus
and I would much rather they leave after their only
Po~p
visit with a better impression of the campus than
the gym can. provide. The reflecting pond bears
Editor:
After five years of hard work the time has finally more than a slight resemblance to an amphitheater
come for graduation. I've been through the trials with the sloping grass, the stage over the water and
~nd tribulations that face every college student.
steps leading to it from both sides. What a nice
With just one week to go I was lu_lled into a false place to hold a ceremony as important as gradua-

D

and sweat

tion. If that proved to be too much trouble, there
are plenty of open areas throughout the campus
that would provide a nice setting.
I guess what I'm trying to say is that a college
owes more to its graduates than a ceremony in a
gym that most students have probably never
entered anyway. Also, our gym is more than likely
representative of gy!_D.s everywhere. Nothing
special or significant. Personally, I would like for
my last look at the campus to be one worth
remembering because of an inspiration not because
- of a smell. I think it would be appropriate for the
administration to explore other available alternatives to make graduation for everyQne the
special occasion that it should be.
Pam Gimson
Management

Le t't er' Pol;cy
"'
.Let:_ters to the editor should be typed on a 60-spaced
line and double-spaced. The dealine for publication
is Monday. at 5 p.m. Letters must be signed by the
author a·n d include the author7s major and phone
number. All letters are subject to editing. Names
· may be witheld by request.

•
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FROM PAGE 8
parliamentary models, partly ·from traditional
Asian models, and partly from the dictates of
necessity.
Unlike Ho, Diem's popularity came from the vast
array of social programs and reforms that he instituted with American _financial and technical
assistance. Schools proliferated in the countryside.
Land was redistributed to tenant farmers.
Pesticides were sprayed to combat malar-ia. Rice
production soared. Roads and bridges were built.
Foreign investment increased. Light industry
sprang up around Saigon. Although his programs
often taxed his government's meager administrative capabilities, their effect was overwhelmingly beneficial.
When the two leaders are compared side-by-side,
the suggestion that Ho would have out-polled Diem
in a head-to-head election seems ridiculous. Yet
· during the war many critics of the American effort
to save "South Vietnam argued this very point.
They said that the Geneva Declaration of 1954
bound Diem's government and the United States
to unify the two halves of Vietnam through elections and that Ho would have inevitably come out
as the winner. They were wrong on both counts.
The text of the Geneva Declaration about elec~
tions was not legally binding on the United States
or South Vietnam. Only four of the nine states attending committed themselves to the declaration's
terms. The United States did not join in it. South
Vietnam, which was not even present in Geneva, retained its freedom of action by issuing a formal
sta~ment disavowing the declaration. North Vietnam also did not associate itself with the declaration. Very simply, it had no legal force.
Nor did any of the participants expect elections
to occur. The Geneva Conference was intended not
to establish peace for all time through the ballot
box, but rather create a partition of Vietnam
similar to that of Korea. Partition was formally
treated as a temporary expedient, but all major
participants expected it to be permanent.
Whatever their words about elections, their actions revealed their intent: They established two
governments, allowed for two separate military
forces, and arranged for the movement of refugees
between the zones. It would have been senseless to
have gone through all this trouble in 1954 only to
turn around and undo it after elections in 1956.
The whole idea was wildly unrealistic in any case.
Reunification was supposedly to be decided by free
elections. Because elections would not be free in
North Vietnam, South Vietnam could legitimately
object to holding them. A stalemate'was inevitable.
When the time came to discuss elections in 1956,

Diem refused to participate, and the {Jnited States
supported him. We were not afraid of holding elections in Vietnam·, provided .t hey were held under
the conditions of genuine freedom that the Geneva
Declaration called for. But we knew that those conditions would exist only in South Vietnam. After
spending two years crushing every vestige ·of
freedom in North Vietnam, Hanoi's leaders would
never have allowed internationally superivsed free
elections to decide their fate. Following later consultations, even the Soviet Union agreed that a
plebescit~ was unfeasible.
Ho would not have fared well in a fair election. In
1954, one out of every 13 North Vietnamese ·fled
the country rather than live under his rule. Ho's socalled land reform program convulsed the country,
produced severe food shortages, and sparked major
peasant revolts that began in Ho's home province
and spread into at least two others. Gen. Vo
Nguyen Giap, who had commanded the Viet Minh
forces ~t Dien Bien Phu, later admitted that iD"putting down the unrest his government killed. 50,000
people. By 1956, Ho was hardly the man to head,up
a ticket.
Diem, whose popularity was then peaking, would
have won decisively. There was only one reason
why North Vietnam's leaders, like those of any
other communist country, never would have dared

to !)old genuinely free elections: They knew that
they would lose .
For the United States to have forced South Vietnam to hold elections blatantly stacked . to
guarante~ a communist victory would have been
legally absurd, strategically senseless, and morally
ludicrous.
Ho never wavered in his determination to unite_
all of Vietnam under communist rule. It was never
a question of whether he would try to conquer
South Vietnam, bu only of when and by what
means he would try to do it.
According to captured documents and the
testimony of high-ranking communist defectors,
North Vietnam's decision to conquer South Vietnam came shortly after the Geneva Conference. Ho
·. waited several years before launching the assault.
He needed to consolidate his power in North Vietnam, and he expected Diem's government to succumb to the chaotic conditiops immediately after
the partition and fall of its own accord. ·
But his preparations for the offensive against the
South began before the ink of his delegate's
signature dried on the ceasefire agreements in
Geneva. He had pledged to freeze the size of his army, but within four months North . Vietnam's
forces expanded from seven divisions to '20. Meanwhile, South Vietnam demobilized 20,000 troops.
In May 1959, at its Fifteenth Plenum, the North
Vietnamese Communist Party gave the order to
begin the offensive.
By September, large-scale infiltration of Communist guerillas into South Vietnam had started,
the total topping 4,000 in less than two years. Most
of these troops were southerners who had moved
north in 1954. But the identity of the prime mover
was never in doubt. As Gen. Giap declared in
January 1960, "The North has become a large· rear
echelon for our army." With the North serving as
the rear, where else could the front be but in the
South?
If wars begin in the minds of men, the Vietnam
War began in the mind of Ho Chi Minh. For 30
years, he had relentlessly pursued his goal 01~
uniting Vietnam under his totalitarian rule. l:lis undying dream_ was an unending nightmare for
. millions of Vietnamese. He had expected the
French to turn Vietnam over to him through the
March 6, 1946 agreement. He had expected the
Soviet Union and Communist China to deliver it to
him over the conference table in Geneva in 1954.
He had expected South Vietnam to fall into his
hands after a brief interval under President Diem.
He probably even hoped to win South Vietnam
through an election of reunification that would
have been a patent sham.
In 1959, after all these bad failed, Hanoi went to
war .
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1979 Flat Brava 4 door, AC, AM/FM
stereo $1,800 678-4435.

~OR

.

Students needed to clean homes!
hed
C
~~~~~~~nd your sc u1es. a 11 ·

R ES U M E S
Deslgned{Typed-657 _0079.

.

Lg. 'room, private entrance & bath,
kitch. prlv. Nice duplex. Howell Br..
area $260/mo. Incl. elec. & water.
Must seel Pis. call Ms. First
657-7350 . .Leav~ message!
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Roommates Unlimited: Looking for
that perfect roommate? We'll
helpl Free self-listing. For details, ·
see campus bulletin boards or call
or write: Toll free (800) 624-9030
Box 54-1696 Miami, FL .33054.
Duplexes tor rent $425/mo. Fully
equipped w/ appliances. Coll
Barry 281-8039.
Oviedo efflcency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping·, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. · Call the
Oviedo Lodge in Down Town
Oviedo 365-5276.
Two bedroom, two bath with
screen porch 3 miles from UCF. Big
back yard. Call 275-9257 or
275-9100. Ask for Gary.
Take over our lease! Only 3 months May-July. option to renew.
Cambridge Circle. Call Laura or
Debra 282-1021.
Renta Wxury ~
Town home
,
at...
+
•

SUSSEX PllACE

.$395/mo.
Sussex Place is just minutes from
the uci: campus. Enjoy spacious
two-bedroom design , private patios,
and your own swimming pool!
1
Sussex Place is affordable
elegance at its best!
Models open daily.

~::~~~39icQ
H~y . 50 (Colonial
Dnve).

HO""'w:<'~

l"I~
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A Division of Residential
Communities of America

ROOMATES
Roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. 1 1/2 bath apartment. 1/2
utlitles. $195 per month. Next to
the pool. Get your own room. Call
anytime at 677-1623, Charles.
Roommate wanted non-smoker to
share a 3 bdrm. 2 bath house fully
furnished. 3 miles from UCF S180
per month. 275-6414.
Roommate - male non-smoker - 2
bdr, 2 bath duplex. Fully equipped
$225 per month plus 1/2 utilities.
Call Barry at 281-8039.

Girls, I play mind F. gamesl Send
your fantasies, In writing, to Nevets,
P.O. Box 32867-8351'. Orlando, and
they will be fully answered back. In
strictest confidence.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

New luxury condo w/ fireplace,
w/D. Amenities Include Nautilus,
pool, racquetball, tennis. Female
non-smoker to share with same
$250 plus halt. Call 645-0789.

Female roommate wanted. A 2
bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished
house. Located at 12214 East Love
Drive, one and a half miles from
UCF. Person must be clean,
organized, and a non-smoker. For
more information call Josefina at
281-4413.
Roommates needed - Preferably
female for 3 bdrm. house in Arbor
Ridge West near UCF. Call
282-7.602 between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. Mon.-Fri. Ask for Michael.
Roommate desired for summer.
3/4 mile from UCF. Rent
$185.00/mo. plus 1/2 electricity.
Can move In May ·10 or earlier if
arranged. Call J.C. at 275-6312.
2 roommates needed to take
over lease tor 3 months with the
option of renewing. Call Kenneth
at 277-8485 before May 7.
Wanted: roommate - female nonsmoker 2 bedroom, furnished apt.,
across from UCF. Call Dawn
282-6316 eves.
Male or female to share 3b./2
bath new condo with hot tub,
fireplace, ceiling fans plus tennis
courts and pool. $225/rno. plus 1/3
expenses. Immediate occupancy.
830-5220.
Room for rent. Spacious 2 bdrm. 2
bath 1/2 mile form UCF $140 & 1/2
utilities. Call Ron or Patti at
277-2286.
Roommate to share 3 bdrm. apt.
S160 per month, S50 deposit.
Doug or Mark at 896-8153.
Roommate wanted for luxury
loaded condo. Rktball, pool. Hidden Oaks, 5 mi.-UCF. Super deal at
5195/mo. plus 1/3 utili Call
678-2887. Ask for Trish or Ted.

HELP WANTED

Home for sale NE, UCF area 3/4
acre, 3 bdrm. w/ attached apt. VA
assumable. Call 282-0638 or
851-1097.
Car stereo Concord HPl 01 AM/FM
radio / tape deck, Clarion 30083
equalizer / Booster - 80 watts, and
a pair of Jensen trlaxial speakers.
Ex. cond. $250. 275-6414.
.Herbalite - A weight loss program
capable of fantastic results or use
natural herbs and vitamin supplements as a healthy energy
stimu.lus - Call now 425-2122.
1979 Chevy Luv Truck, 64,000 mi.,
camper shell, new tires, clutch and
battery. $1,800 OBO 365-7412.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
tacts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for information.

Couch, chair, coffee table, dining
room table and 4 chairs. Cheap,
must sell - moving at end of term.
Call 282-6293 Lynn.
Typewriter, small Remington portable. Just serviced. $55 678-1478
eves.
Furniture for sale. Couch, dining
table w/ four chairs. Cheap, call
Maud 695-0470.
1979 Fiat Bravo 2 dr. AC AM/FM
stereo, automatic. Must sell
$1,900 OBO Call Maud
695-0470.
Ultra Acoustic syst. 300 series
speakers, 125 watts brand new
$250 and Yamaha 40 watts. Call
275-6414.'

Student government position
available at South Orlando Campus. Good working conditions.
Contact Lisa 855-0779 (eves) or
SOC no. 119.
Furniture movers, packers, and
drivers positions available. Flexable hours. Full time for summer
available. Call 678-9865.

TYPISTS

·I

Typing service
Need anything typed? A report,
term paper, resume, etc. and no
time· to type it? Call Jec;m at
628-2608 and she will do it.
Top quality word processing service. Term papers, Theses,
resumes & cover letters, research
papers & reports. Accuracy at
budget rates. Call 275-6761 or
657-0943.

Efficiency for rent. $150 per month
plus $100 deposit. Includes
utilities. 2 mi. from UCF 282-2440.

Pizza delivery boy. Must have full
coverage ins. and own trans. Apply in person 11654 E. Colonial Dr.
Casa Mia.

Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-68 74.

Roommate to share 3 bdrm. 2
bath house w/ pool! Private entrance; private bath, walk-in
closet. $235. Paul 898-5398.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000 $50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-68 7-6000
ext. R-4628 to find out how.

Word processing and editing. Professional writer and former English /
Business teacher, Reasonable
rates. Call Jan 857-6687.

Hot StuffInstead of the calm before the
storm, we had the storm and then
the calm. And whatever Is left of
our love, only time can pick up the
pieces that have washed up onto
the shore and heal the souls of our
ship - wrecked hearts - I miss you_Main Squeeze-

Guaranteed 100,_ Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Tenn Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and AB Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Anyone and Everyone,
I tell you the truth; no one con
see the kingdom of God unless he
is born again.
Jesus Christ
(see page 24 for more details)

QWERTY INK, 1.TD
A word processing service for fast,
accutate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
788-9097

SERVICES

J

SCHOLARSHIP FINDER SERVICE
3 billion S Free Money available to
students mostly from private
sources. Write to: ACADEMIC
FINANCIAL SERVICES, 914 E Palmetto Avenue, Melbourne, FL 32901.

Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

Planning a party? Don't worry
about the music! Leave It to me . ,
. Tom, of Ame.rtcan-DJ. Call
788-7353 anytime.

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

1977 Toyota Celica hatchback,
bronze, good condition, 5-speed,
good gas mileage. $2,000. Call
282-4518 or 788-0612

Builder /developer seeks mature
business major to handle apartment rentals. Car necessary.
Salary negotiqble. Phone
671-5448.
Part-time, lunch and evenings.
Call CiGi's Pizza 365-3808.,

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE

FOR SAIA

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

THE BEST OF. RATES·
Quality Work

FREE TITLE PAGE
and REPORT COVER.
678-7037.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth ·control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705. ·

· ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. ·Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care..
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER '
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
S5 off with this ad

Professional Typing ,
Personalized service - will pick up
and deliver. No job too big or too
small. Call Wendy 331-1949. Low
rates.
• • Professional Resumes • • $8 &
up. Call Staffing Assignment UnLtd.
293-6529.
Expert typing. Term papers, theses,
reports, resumes, etc. IBM
typewriter. Good rates. Call Teresa
788-1570 or 774-5262.
TYPING-accurate, fast, and very
reasonable. 657-9073 or
675-9015. Leave message.

1·

PERSONALS

Connections: University dot-Ing
system. Now it's come to UCF! Free
subscriptions for accepted
females. Discounts for qualifed
males. See campus bulletin
boards for details or call or write:
Toll Free .(800) 624-9030 Box
54-1696 Miami, FL 33054.

..
"
. Individual Confldentia1·counseling
Gynecologists
1
Speaker Service
·

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

Who is Paddy Murphy?
Look for him!!!
TODDLERS and CREEPERS get lots of
love at Jhe First Baptist Church of
Oviedo. You're invited to bring
yours. · All are welcome. Call for
times of services, 365-3484. Five
miles north of UCF on Alataya Trail.

•
•

•the HRS Systems Process of hair
replacement. It added hair into my
bald spots and made my thinning
areas thick ... Now tnat I have my
hair back, I look the way I should."

ALSO OFFERING .••

• On premise service & repair department
By a staff of six technicians
• Medical implants
• Transplants
• Fusion and hair weaving
• Hair pieces ... custom or stock

For a full-color booklet explaining the Systems

Our large volume of
Process in detail . call or matl the coupon below
sales offers you the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - most competitive
Name __ ______ __ _ ___ _
_ ____
prices in the industry. Phone ____ _: - - - - · _
Address ___________
PLEA SE CAll FOR A ff'H
1110 OBUGATIOlll CONSUL ·
City _ __ _·State _ _ Zip
TAT10N OR V.RITE FOR A
FULL COLOR BOOKLET EX ·
PLA 1N 1Nt; THE SY STEM~
PROCE SS •N DETAIL

·t didn't like the way I.looked when my
FMS

hair WaS falling OUt" • • eThen I f~und out about

. j .._~

AFTER

TRANSWORLD

_

ilai< R•plmm•nt t:lini<

-

me
647 2114 ;~~
;yy

12150ran~r :hf'nur

,

···;;J

l'l.•a,,· 1 · iro · l~;:i~:,~;.. :i:~~:. ~~'::~~~r~lt;~.~:.~~ -~· .~t2,.1~

SERVING C:TRAL FLORIDA
AT SAME LOCATION FOR 13 YRS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

•
•

•

KN.IGHT DUELS KNIGHT
Coach McDowell's bl

andgold squads collide

,,

l'HE BLACK

THE GOLD

Honorary Cbach

Honorary Coach

John Sowinski

Dr. Charles Micarelli

Coaching Staff

Coaching Staff

ff

.
Bill Cubit
Aaron Carter
Glenn Prising

Al Seagraves
Chris Nickrenz
Rick Stockstill
Dana Martin
John Coatta
Alan Gooch
Rick Houston

Mike Kruczek
Doug Carter
Jim Houge

-

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

What wins football games,
offense or defense? Tonight
the question will be answered
when the UCF football team
celebrates the rights·of spring
in the first annual Black and
Gold football game at 7:30
p.m. in Orlando Stadium.
UCF head football coach Gene
McDowell and his staff have spli~ the
squad; the Blac~ team consis.ts of the
first string offense and second string
defense and the Gold team will be the
first string defense and second string
offense. But beware, UCF-Gold
honorary head coach John Sowinski
and his team will have an advantage
if their defense keep UCF number one
offense held to less than four
touchdowns.
"We're looking forward to seeing
what our players can do under game
conditions," McDowell explained. "It
looks as if we've constructed a high·
powered offense. We , hope that
everyone comes out to see the team
and support the Knights." Admission

will be two dollars for adults, with

students of.high school age and under
admitted free of charge.
The UCF-Gold offense will have
halfback Aaron Sam in the backfield.
Sam was a starter last season but was
hobbled by a bruise this spring and
that could be to Sowinski's, (who
spends his non-coaching hours as stu. dent body president) advantage.
The UCF-Gold defense is primarily
the same defense that gave up 30-plus
points a game for most of last season
against one of the toughest schedules
in Division I-AA football. The difference is, last fall they were thrown
into the fire and this spring they are
throwing around .some fire of their
own.
·
UCF-Black quarterback Darin

scoring affair.
All four, Ervin, Parker, Riddle and Fore, have the look of
determination in their eyes.
Even in the simple drills, the
junior cornerback Darius
Fore looks right into the eyes
of his assignment with a cold
stoic determination searching
for that little bit of weakness
that could result in an in·
Slack will have 6 foot 3 inch 245 complete pass or even an interceppound sophomore (class as of this fall) tion.
Sylvester Bembery and 6-2 250 pound
The UCF-Gold defense will have
junior Charlie Lincoln steaming at his · their hands full. Ted Wilson, Robert
front door. The UCF-Black offensive Ector Terence Bonner and Brian
line, led by 6-1 252 pound senior Glasford are all big-play offensive
lineman Jorge Maguta, must give threats.
Slack and his receivers time to let the
Wilson, 5-9, 170 pound junior, is
pass routes develop·.
UCF' s ''big play'' man. ''Ted Wilson
Both Black and Gold defenses will is playing consistently well for us,"
be limited to basic defensive sets. UCF receiver coach Rick Stockstill
UCF-Gold h~s the experience of Cor· said after Saturday's scrimmage. In
ris Ervin, Maury Parker, Victor Rid- the scrimmage Wilson caught three
dle and Darius Fore in the defensive passes, the longest being a 35 yarder.
Stockstill continued, "He's also
backfield, all of whom would not be
limited if you tied their hands behind showing some leadership and he is
their backs. All four have defended helping some of the younger, less ex·
against some of the best in the coun- perienced players. Ted's got good
try and have different ideas about the
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 12
Black and Gold game being a high

Manny's last column of the term: a fond farewell
Well gang, it seems as if this is my last column of
the term. The sports editor (I didn't even know we ·
had one) has decided to ursurp my space next week.
Oh well, I guess he can do that.
If you 're wondering if I'm still suffering from last
week's fit of depression, the answer is no. I was do·
ing a great job of holding on to the feeling, but lost
it completely when the Renegades won again.
Maybe Corso is finally getting things together over has brought on a suprising change. No one is parkthere. Just think, Orlando Renegades: league cham· ing in the spaces that doesn't belong there!' I guess
pions. Yeah, maybe we had better slow down a bit. the fact that it is new (I won't mention that the
I'm in a rambling mood today, so if you don't like police are also watching for violations now) makes
it, suffer. It's my column and I'll do what I want people respect it more.
Now you're saying, "What the heck does tMs
to!
Oh, I saw an interesting phenomenon the other have to do with sports?" Well, never fear, Manny is
day. For quite some time now, there have been two once again on target.
I think that the athletics department is using
parking spaces near the office that read, "Future
Parking Only". As you might guess, nobody paid this theory to try to scare their opponents. That
would explain why we keep getting rid of old
much attention to this.
Recently though, the spaces were repainted. This coaches and replacing them with NEW ones. Yeah,

and now we are looking for a NEW logo. You know,
I may have something here. Let me tell you guys,
the "people respect new things" theory (developed
by Manny Moon) doesn't seem to apply to athletic
organizations. Maybe you ought to try winning.
Another theory of mine, "people respect winners"
seems to work better here.
By the way, I heard that women's basketball
coach Joe Sanchez and his players settled their
dispute with no ill effects. It's good to hear of a problem in athletics that didn't end in disaster. Once
again the Lady Knights lead the way ...
My full computer screen tells ·me its time to end
this final entry of the term. Hey, that's kind of catchy, eh?
Anyway, to all of my readers that will be returning to UCF, keep a look out, I'll be back. To yoose
guys in athletics, keep your feet (or at least your
noses) clean. Remember, Manny's watching.

_________________________;_____________________ ____;;.. .____________
~
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Ladies join new conference
by Morgan Phllllps

New South

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The UCF's women's programs have found
a conference that they can call home.
The Lady Knights along with Georgia
State, Georgia Southern, Florida A&M, Stetson, and Mercer have joined together to form
the "New South Women's Athletic Conference.''
The NSWAC teams will compete in basketball, volleyball, tennis, cross country, and
fast-pitch softball. For two years each of the
conference teams will have rights only as independents as far as the NCAA tournaments
are concerned; but after that period the conference chamPf ons in basketball and
. volleyball will receive an automatic bfd.
UCF will compete in all of the conference
sports except for fast-pitch softball, since the
Knights do not currently have a softball
team.
Women's teams at UCF which will not be
participating in the conference are the Lady
Knights' soccer and golf organizations which
will continue as independent teams.
The UCF men's teams seem no closer to

Women's Athletic Conference

1

Florida A&M Univ.
Georgia Southern Univ.
Georgia State Univ.
Mercer College
Stetson University
Univ. of Cent. Fla.

becoming members in a conference because of
the large cost of membership. The women's
conference was entered at a minimal cost.

Horse Rentals
Bought & Sold

LAZ'I Z STABLES
RENTALS

The Lady Knights should be able to look
forward to having some constant opponents
2480 Rouse Rd.
(305) 282-2197
to strive to defeat, although their record in Orlando, FL 32807
(305) 27 5-6925
the past year against the other confer~nce ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iBj=
teams is less than impressive.
~
The basketball and cross-country programs.
should have the greatest chance of good
showings. The basketball team finished 4-4
against conference opponents this year and
the cross-country team also held their own.
The volleyball and tennis teams will
hopefully show some improvement or will I
fight for the conference cellar.
I

Florida Hair Designs
282·9091
Open Sundays 10-5

56.00 Haircut for UCF students
$10.00 shampoo, haircut & blowdry
effective through May 1, 1985

9918 E. Colonial Dr.
next to Ken's Firearms Perm Special- $25.00 & up

FOOTBALL

FROM PAGE 11
speed and is consistent in catching the ball. He runs _
disciplined pass routes."
Last season Wilson caught
28 passes for 483 yards (17 .3

yards per catch) and had a
team-leading five touchdowns
receptions. Wilson's best day
last season was against Furman when he caught eight
passes for 88 yards. He also
caught four passes against
Austin Peay for 109 yards.
After being sidelined with
an injury early last season,
Glasford is moving his way
up the . ladder as a wide
receiver again. Glasford was a
wide receiver his freshman
year, but was moved to the
defensive backfield last
season. By being a third string player, Glasford will be
Wilson's back-up who will
give the defense no rest.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
.
By driving less, planning
trips more wisely and
keeping our ca.rs in tune,
we'll keep saving gas. And
money-because wasted gas
is wasted money.

UllUIYUJTIL
Dlllllml'-

COLD GOLD BICYCLE
WINNER

Chris Ballarino
SILVER BULLET BICYCLE
WINNER
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WAH LUM TEMPLE

* Beginner & Advanced
* Men, women and children

Knights on the rebound

~:t·~

*Self-Defense & Weapons
* Tai Chi Classes ·
Chinese Culture & Philosophy
Meditation
OPEN 7 DAYS

. ih order in their first nine
times at bat by Knight
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
starter Tommy Novak (8-3),
but managed one run in the
After dropping three games fourth inning. UCF reached
to Florida State University home three more times in the
and another to Rollins Col- fourth and once more in th~
lege, the UCF baseball team fifth, and went on to hold off a
bounced back to their winn- late inning threat from
ing style, taking both gatnes Jacksonville with Lamar
of a doubleheader with Chandler picking up the save.
Jacksonville University,
The Knights took the early
12-10 and 5-4.
advantage in the second game
In the first game the with a two-run homerun by
Knights (46-25-1) produced Mark Maloney in the first innfive runs in the first inning on ing. The game was tied at 4-4
five base hits. They reached after seven innings of play.
for three more runs in the Chandler was once again canthird inning, two of which ed upon for relief duties, this
came off of a Scott McHugh time for starter Joe .Santiago.
homerun.
Chandler held off any comJacksonville was shut down eback by Jacksonville with

*

by Scott Wallln

*

I 21s-6111 I

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

*World Famous Master P. Chan
Instructor of the Year - 1982

851 N. GOLDENROD RD. (HWY 15·A) ORLANDO

ALORICH

0Q

.

OPTICAL · "
~; ~'-J

<4,,.~

A)~ ~" • Prescriptions filled •
r \C •
. .. ~
• Lenses duplicated •

.~uv

'J~"

•

Repairs

Contact Lenses ... ~4CL
Contact Jens solution
""T•
• Sunglasses

two and one-third innings of
shutout pitching and picked
up the victory when UCF
scored in the bottom of the
ninth.
Vince Cangelosi led off with
a double, followed by Scot
McHugh who flied out. ·The
next two batters, Tim Barker
and Mark Maloney, were intentionally walked to load the
bases. Joe Dawson came up
and hit into a fielder's choice,
scoring Cangelosi for the win.
The fleet footed Barker added three stolen bases in the second game to up his total to
85. He needs just five more ·
thefts to break the NCAA
Division I record. Barker has
been caught just seven times
this year.

10%Dlscount on Frames and Lenses
. ' with UCF l.D.
•

.To~ter Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

M·T·W·f: 10-6
TH: 10-1

277·2949 ·SAT: 9·1

~

-....i

·

AreYotl ~ood Enough
. To Join The Best
lnT.he Nuclear Field?
· The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
·
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.
College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $ 1, 100 a
month while still in school.

FLY TO
LONDON FROM $399 ROU~D TRIP
· Weekly flights with British Caledonian
Charter from Tampa and Orlando to London
Weekly flights with British Airtours
from Orlando to Manchester.
Student Discount of $I 00 to Manchester
for bookings made by May l 5th.

After graduation, as a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate-level
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You become a highly trained
member of an elite group with vital responsibilities and growing career potential.
To qualify,. you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age,
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "B'' average or better.
You can submit an applica.tion as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field, find out. Call the Naval Management Programs Office for full information.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL
AMERICAN WAY TRAVEL

2300 Winterwoods Blvd. Winter Park, 32792
(305) 671-6560

Michac•I F. Boyer
4070 Boulc•vard CP11ter Dr.

1-800-342-7108

__ N~;;om~;~ Get Responsibility Fast. _J
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Crew

a breed apart

TUF MINI STORAGE

10% Discount
with UCF ID cardl

these girls do. Their morning begins with running at 6:00 a.m.

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

"A breed apart from the rest" is one way to
describe the eight-woman varsity crew team:
The women's varsity crew team from UCF
is the current defending state champions
after beating FIT last season. "These are a
hard working group of girls. Structurally
they're not very big-they're outsized by
most of their opponents," said Coach Dennis
Kamrad.
The team is comprised of Jill Wohlwender,
the captain; .co-captain Pam Logan; Lori
Critser; Krista Deertz; Betz Zylkowski; Val
McMahon; Karen Boone and Jean Wolf.
Most of the members of the team were
recruited through drives at orientations ~nd
on the campus green.
"I came out because it was available and
it's fun," commented Wohlwender. These
girls came out with a minimum of experience.
The only team member to have major exposure is Wohlwender.

"I started rowing at Winter Park High
School where I rowed for three years. This is
my third year at UCF," said Wohlweender.
What makes her do it? There are no scholarships available to these athletes. The sport is
still considered a club and they are funded
through student government. "I do it for the
satisfaction of of achievement. This sport
takes a lot of dedication and hard work, but
it's worth it, "commented Wohlwender.
Co-captain Logan feels the same as
Wohlwender when it comes to rowing. "I got
my start by word of mouth. This a really enjoyable sport, but you· have to discipline
yourself," commented Logan. Discipline

Once they finish their run they hit the
water for the rowing. By 9:00 a.m. they leave
the water to start their classes. The crew
season lasts for eight months out of the year
so the dedication and discipline cannot wane.
"For the most part these girls have to work
almost all year round to stay good. Quality
produces quality," commented Kamrad. To be stuck in the close quarters of the
crew boat for the length of time that they are
you would think" tempers would flare. "We
maintain a close relationship in the boat and
out. We have to, to be successful," commented ·Logan. ''There is a lot of pressure on
us, but if we have problems we work them out
before we get in the boat. Generally though,
we really get along well,'' said Wohlwender.

Regular Rates (including tax)
$15. 70
ft. x 5 ft.
$27 .25
ft. x 10 ft.
$45.10
ft. x 10 ft.
$68.20
ft. x 20 ft.

5
5
10
10

11815 E Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL
32826

282-1115

lfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.-;;;;;;;;;;;;;.._.._Oiiiiil

Pressure is something that is not new to
these women. "They're defending state
champs so they know what they are capable
of and what they have to and can do," said
Kamrad. Most of these girls hold outside jobs
in addition to school and crew. Besides the
pressures of school and work these women
face the pressure of defending their title.

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such· as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
·uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation ·free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

"The pressure is there, but we can handle
it," commented Wohlwender. "This is a pretty tenacious ,group. They work well togetl)er ·
and they're dedicated so I know they'll do
well at the state championships," commented
Kamrad. The coach is a source of inspiration
for the team without putting pressure on
them. "He's a pretty laid back guy-he never
pressures us to win, he just wants us to do
the best we can," said Logan. And that they
do.

Problems with?

Landlords?

A Will?

Contracts?

Name Change?

Police?

Uncontested Dissolution?

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Acliviles
Hotline
Find out what's happening
campus 24 hours a day!

••

SIMPLY CALL

X-5300 (ON CAMPUS) OR
281-5300 (OFF CAMPUS)

and get involved!
•

TO ALL REGISTERED CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS:
To get an activity announced on the hotline, pick up a form at the Student
Center Main Deskf
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Renegades battle
Bulls Saturday

EYE
CARE
Adults & Children
Dr. A.R. C9pely, Jr., P.A.

•

20% discount to students,
faculty & staff
EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

•

855-3100

•

I'

Serving South Orlando for 1~ yt~ars

Hours begin at 8:00 a. m.

· Go ahead, start something!
Scooters mean fre edom and fu n And the
Spree'" is the eas iest way to ge.t started. It' s
easy on you. with push-button sta rting, no
shifting and low maintenance. And it' s
easy on your budg.et. In fact. il's --~-/":'.
the lowest priced scooter yOLi
can buy!*
So get the fun started
Get the Spree!
1

1

~
- · HONDA
&tttd
Honda of Orlando
1802 Edgewater Dr.
Orlando, FL 32804

841·8641

PRtNC!TON

-'. .

~

..

"\i wt

ON SALE
NOW

1

'IT.
1

Former NFL coach Frank
Kush is noted for his strong
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
defense and hampering his opponents efficiency by imThe Orlando Renegades plementing a "guard against
face off with the Jacksonville what they normally do" Bulls for the second time this defensive plan. The. 'Gades
season Saturday evening as staff promptly destroyed the
they attempt to win their Outlaws' defense by simply
third consecutive game.
doing things which they have
The 'Gades racked up their . previously attempted.
two previous victories over
Reggie Collier, Orlando's
the Memphis Showboats and quarterback, demonstrated
Arizona Outlaws in previous his ability to work in a comweeks.
·
plex offensive structure while
Against the Showboats, first leading the 'Gades in a
Orlando managed to prevail different offensive form than
over a statically superior normal, and then implementeam to chalk up their first ting a time-consuming game
win of the season. Memphis winning drive in the final
led in eyery sta.t ist.i cal quarter.
category except for return
yardage and third down effi.
The Outlaws were simply
outcoached and outplayed.
ciency.
One glaring area where the Coach Corso summed up his
'Gades stood apart from their feelings with his statement,
previous games was the "this was our best game of
amount of work they had to the year."
do for each point. Orlando, on
The previous meeting betthe average, had to move the ween the Bulls and
ball 9. 75 yards to score each Renegades resulted in an
of their points, while Mem- overtime loss for Corso's
phis was required to march team, but Jacksonville enters
almost 23 yards for their this week's game with several
key injuries. The 'Gades will
points .
Although the Renegades try to even the score and
barely squeaked by the move out of the Eastern Con'.Boats, the coaching staff ference cellar with a victory
showed off their stuff the Saturday night at 8 p.m. in
.next week against Arizona.
Orlando Stadium .

by Morgan Phllllps

• B ~~co nn s11oucs1r.d rc 1a11price

-g COLOHIAt-!>"·
Ill

I•

t, ~~
Bryan

PHONE:

67SPORT
Free Logo T·Shirt. worth $5.00
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UNIVERSITY Bl VD

M

.
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I K-Mart l •

Cl

~

z
~:JJ
0
0

HWY 50
tAST/WEST EXPRESS

K·Mart Shopping Center·
University Blvd. & Goldenrod

with any purchase.

~C!C!bOkE

-

now 24.95

}.

.'
'.

~

• Ladies' NJJ(I
from 19.99
• Mens' II/IE
on sale .
• New Balance Running Shoes
.reg 42.95 now 24.95 '

;7BROD/16. Runn1ng
· Shoes
.
BROOKSSHOE,INC.,•

0

reduced to 27.95
• Converse High Tops 19.99
• Brand Name Leotards
from-6.99
• Running Shorts 6.99

#-

'-o#;#Jo Turf
.

Shoes now 14.99

Good Luck On Finals
Shorts
and Swimwear
...

Aerobic Wear
Athletic Wear
Footwear
.
For People Who Care
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USFL Playoff picture unclear
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With eight of the eighteen games of the
United States Football League season 'in the
books the playoff picture has not gotten any
clearer than when the season began.
In the USFL Eastern Conference the present leaders are the Birmingham Stallions
and Tampa Bay Bandits, tied with 6-2
records. Birmingham has definitely shown
themselves to be contenders in the Eastern
Conference and league titles but seem to have
problems staying .up for all of their games,
dropping them to lowly San Antonio. Tampa,
on the other hand is a consistently strong
team which puts it to their opponents no matter what their standing. Tampa's only losses
have come to USFL powerhouses New Jersey
and Houston.
All of the other teams in the Eastern Conference have a chance to qualify for the
playoffs but the strongest contenders seem
to be New Jersey, Baltimore, and Memphis.
For Jacksonville, 3-5, to contend strongly
they need their backup players to begin to
play brilliantly. or for their first line players
to heal quicker.
The Renegades are currently 2-6 for the
season but seem to _be improving week by

week and could pop into the playoff picture
with a couple of wins in their ·ttext three
games. Of the teams remaining in the regular
season schedule for the 'Gades, six have non·
winning records. If the 'Gades defeat only
them and lose to all the winning teams they
will finish with a 8-10 record-almost good
enough to qualify for the playoffs.
In the USFL Western Conference the
leaders are the Houston Gamblers and the
Denve~ Gold. Houston, after winning their
first five in a row, has now dropped three con_.
secutively due to injuries in their starting
lineup. The Gold haven't impressed many
with their awesome ability but they still seem.
to win enough games to stay afloat.
The home crowd in Denver routinely shows '
up at the stadium to boo their conference
leading team because of their sometimes comical attempt to run a football team. The joke
seems to be on the "anti-Gold, pro·
Bronco/NFL" crowd though as the players
seem _to pull games out just to show the
hecklers they are a quality club. Coach Darrel
"Mouse" Davis should be commended for the
excellent job he has done putting together a
team from the group of unknown players he
was given at the beginning of the season.
SEE USFL, PAGE 19

What is this
''Born Again"
stuff?
·How To Give Your
Life to Jesus
.1.
You must recognize that God is truly God ... He
is absolute Ruler of all the Universe. He created
you to know Him, to love Him. and to obey
Him. Because He is your Creator, and because
He is perfect and just in all His ways, He has
every right to rule your life.
"Know therefore today, and take it to heart,
that the Lord, He is God in heaven above and
on earth .below; there is no other."
-~euteronomy 4:39

2.
You must agree with God that you are a sinner.
Man has always tried to excuse himself from
his guilt, but the Bible says· this:
"There is none righteous, not even one; there
is none who understands, there is none who
seeks for God. All have turned aside, together
they have become useless." ·Romans 3:10-12
Because God is totally pure and holy, your sin
of rebellion against Him has separated you
from Him.

3.
You must believe that Jesus Christ is God's
provision to save you from your life of sin and
rebellion. Jesus was your substitute ... He paid
the penalty of death that you deserved, so that
you could be free and forgiven.
"For God so loved the world, that He gave
His only begotte'n Son, that whoever believes in
Him should not perish, but have eternal life."
-John 3:16

4.

You must humble yourself and repent after being convicted by the Holy Spirit of your sin.
God's love cannot forgive sin unless you are
willing to confess and forsake it. You must
make an eternal decision to admit to God that
you 're wrong and then stop living for yourself.
"If we confess our sins, He is faithful and
righteous to forgive our sins and to cleanse us
from ell unrighteousness." -I John 1:9

5.
You must now allow the loving authority of the
Lord Jesus to rule your life.
"If you confess with your mouth Jesus. as
Lord and believe in your heart that God raised
Him from the dead, you · shall be saved."
-Romans 10:9

In order for Jesus to give Himself totally. to
you, you must totally dedicate yourself to Him.
You must decide that, from this day forward,
you will do His will and -not your own.
If, .after reading these five steps carefully,
the Lord bas shown you your need for Him,
pray now and give your whole life to Him. You
can pray something like this:

Deliver yourself and your student I.D. to any Fanny
Farmer store. And we'll deliver your Mother's Day gift,
FREE. Anywhere in the continental U.S.A. Just order
a purchase of $5.95 ·or more by May 1, 1985. And you
and your gift will be home free.

Remember Mother's DayMayl2.

Now it's even easier 1n show Mom you love her. Charge your Mother's Day gift on your American Express,
MasterCard or Visa.. J.ust call 896-4710 or come on in.

·'

· "Lord Jesus, today I have seen that I am a
sinner. Without making any excuses, I confess
to You that I have been wrong. I have·lived my
own life apart from You, and now I see how
futile that really was. I want to change. Right
now I repent of my sin in order to live the kind
of life You want me to live. I receive You as my
Savior and my Lord and You will supernatural·
ly change my heart, causing me to be born
again.
''As I start my life completely over again today; I will live the rest of my life loving and
obeying You. Thank You for forgiving me of my
sins! Thank You for paying the death penalty
that I deserved! Please show me Your plan for
~Y life."

·For more information:
Call Baptist Campus
Ministry office~ X2468

.
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SKYDIVE·Z·HILLS

•

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• Accelerated Free
Fall Course

• Area's Largest Center
• First Jump Course
(square main parachutes)

World's Best known Parachute Center

813·788·5591
.

Are you going rounds

with your Auto
lnsuraaco Company!
•

•
•
>-

· Come See Usl ''We can't be beat!"

MR. AUTO INSURANCE

•

10408 E. Colc;>nial Dr.
.Across from Winn-Dixie

OPEN
MONDAY· .
FRIDAY
9-6
SAT. 9-12

Barker nears record
Hide your four string, Tim Barker ( 85 out of.92) needs only five stolen bases to break the
NCAA Division I record held by Lance Johnson, who stole 89 bases for South Alabama in
1984. UCF ·has 15 games left on their schedule. with a batting average of .457, Barker
may have a chance to steal 100 bases this season.
·
·

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT .EASY TO DRIVE!
.

'1985

.

#

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NE·w
CAR OR TRUCK
YOU WILL
RECEIVE
.
.
.

SALES &

sERvIc E
~

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

.
·

FREE:

~
)
-JmM
Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
. ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair_ costs on an extensive list

~;~o'.ja.oomponoo" '"" '~' '°",,;,.with,..,,, of

24 MONTH
or ·
24,000· MILE
~Maximu·m Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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Knight crew team falls to FIT
-thunderstorms, UCF continued to put pressure on FIT
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
- - - - - - - - - - - as well as the thirteen other
The UCF crew team com- teams that competed in the
peted in the Governor's Cup event.
- Regatta in Melbourne SaturIn the biggest upset of the
day and placed second day, the men's varsity eight
·overall, Missing first place by powered through the choppy
just three points to Florida waters off Melbourne
Institute of Technology.
Causeway to beat FIT for the
Despite poor weather condi- first time in nine years in that
tions, the Knights started the event.
day with a first place finish in Coach Dennis Kamrad was
the men's freshmen/novice pleased with the team's perfour and two close seconds in formance, noting that, "in
the women's junior varsity spite of the · weather condieight and varsity four.
tions, the varsity men did
After a three hour delay something which hasn't been
caused by severe rain and done since 1976: beat FIT in
by Loreen Ray

D YMCA Event

~ ~J

Florida waters. It's a positive
step for the program. We're_
moving in the right
direction.''
The women's varsity eight
also rowed a strong race,
maintaining a slim margin
over FIT to capture gold
medals in the 1000 meter
event.
The women's freshmen
eight continued the winning
trend, leaving Tulan~ University boatlengths behind from
the start of that race.
This Saturday the crew
team travels to Tampa for
Florida's state rowing championships.

~

COLONIAL DR.

281-0130
OPEN 7 DAYS '-t'°
C"')

~c
Q)

•

u
0 Golden Tours
& Travel
l"

GOLDEN TOURS
Lk. Underhill
&TRAVEL INC.

..

* Airline Tickets * Cruises * Computerized
851 N. Goldenrod Road, Orlando FL

·:THE -HAIR SHOP
. ~ 'recisi~n Style Cut $8.00

· -~ · .

1·0509 E. Colonial Dr.

FULL SERVICE SALON

WALK..JNS WELCOME

(Winn Dixie Center)
" 'UN'°N PARK

282·1700

,
Daily 9·5 &Thurs. tll 8

Good friends keep you going
when all you .want to do is stop.

The YMCA National Swimming and Diving Championships come to the Justus
Aquatic Center in Orlando on
April 17-20.
The 1, 746 young people age
12-20 represent 248 coed YMCA teams from 35 states.
Retµrning this year is one of
America's leading agegroupers, Bridgett Bowman,
of the Joliet Jet YMCA team,
Illinois. ,Only . 14, Bridgett
won three events and
established two meet records
in last years meet.
Come out and catch the last
two days of the action.
D Golf Today

The final intramural event
of the semester will be held tOday on the UCF "Home on
the Range.'' gol.i course. This
will be a team scramble event
in which only the best shots
of all team members . are
played. Sign up at Rec. Services or come to the driving
range and tee-off at 12:30,
2:00, 3:30, or 5:00 PM.

•

Love,it

..

,and

leaVe!it

Green

m

A Public Service of This Nt'wspapcr
& The Advertising Council

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even yoQr teeth hurt
But your friends thought
you looked terrific. And with
them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be LOwenbr~u.

LOwenbriiu. Here's to good friends.

•

•
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UCF Men's tennis team wins
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Born in the USA?
See the USA!

Super Low Airfares

.

Summertime Blues?
Camp through Europe!

•
Telephone (305)

677- 8508

7124 Alama Ave., Winter Park, Fl., 32792
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1

•

·Yesterday's Restaurant

&Pub
•

•

I•

2005· N.· Murdock Blvd .
Union Park, Fl
(side of Winn-Dixie Shopping

C~nter)

NOW FEATURING

.•

Draft Beer 25¢
Every Thursday nig~t
coming soon
Expanded Menu
and Oyster Bar

The UCF men's tennis team
scored a win against
Washington and Lee University 7-2. This win boosts their
season record to 8-11. "This
is the best they've played all
season," commented Coach
Mark Waterhouse.
In the singles matches,
Mike Defranco, UCF's
notori9us wild man crushed
Washington's David McLeod
6-4 and 7-6. For a brief period
of time hopes were hlgh for
Washington as they ca!Ile
back in the second match
with Roby Mize. UCF's Len-

ny Engle fell 6-4, 4-6· and 6-3
to Mize during heated play.
UCF swept the next four
matches, securing their win
with a 5-1 lead. The Knights'
Jeff Davis rallied over
Washington's Jack Messerly
4-6,6-3 and 7-5. In a swift 6-t
6-1 match Washington's Andy Haring fell to UCF's Jeff
Cohen. UCF's Charlie
0 'Brien
swept
by
Washington's Chris Wiman
6-1,6-3. With Washington's
chances for a respectable
defeat dwindling, UCF's
Vince
Sto.ne
crushed
Washington's . Jim Morgan
7-5, 3-6 and ·7-6.
During the opening ma_tch
of doubles play Washington

USFL
FROM PAGE 16
Oakland and Arizona are the other nonlosing teams in the west and both have a
good chance to qualify for the playoffs: The
Oakland Invaders (a.k.a. the Michigan Panther retreads) have proven themselves to be a
threat in the west as long as they don't have
to play Houston and Birmingham often.
Arizona, yes the team that lost to Orlando
last week, has a very impressive defense
which is structured on the opposition's offensive tendencies. The question is how much
longer will it be until the other USFL coaches
get the idea from Coach Corso' s ''change our
look" game plan.
The other teams in the west look pretty
well washed up. The Breakers are just to

Live Entertainment

Jus Friends
· thru April
Every Fri. & Sat. Night
Pool Tournament
Evety Monday
8:00

regained its footing for a moment by pitting McLeod and
Messerly against O'Brien arid
Davis. In a close 6-7, 6-4 and
6-3 match Washington won.
UCF came back in the next
two matches counte!ing this
loss at the cost of
Washington's self esteem.
Stone and Cohen of UCF gave
no quarter for Washington's
Mize and Adams in an easy
6-1, 6-2 victory. The final
match proved to be a winner
for UCF also with Rodgers
and
Nels on
against
Washington's Wiman and
Haring. To put the icing on
the cake of victory the UCF
men trounced Washington 6-4
and 6-2.

wishy-washy to make a run at anything. The
only things the Gunslingers can shoot up are
their opponents that become complacent and
fall asleep. Finally, the Express are just too
far behind to zip through their tough games
which remain to get into the playoff picture.
Under the USFL playoff rules, eight of the
fourteen teams qualify for positions. The first
and second place teams from each conference
as well as the next four teams by their record
qualify.
Earlier in the year I picked the Generals
and Houston to win their respective conferences and I will stick to them, even though
they. are both giving me !l scare. The other
teams which I see qualifying ar.e BirminghaII)., Tampa Bay, Denver, Oakland and
Baltimore. For the last playoff bound-tel!m
almost anyone might be in so I will go with
the hometown favorite, Jacksonv- (just kidding) Orlando Renegades.

Prices l·nclude:
Washer, D·ryer, .
Microwave,
Refridgerator and .
Dishwasher.

Can student housing pay?
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.
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Come and experience the woodsy charm .
. Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAVS I BROKERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

Affordable prices start in ~he low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
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·. Orlando's New
Football Explosion !
-

·UCF STUDENTS FREE WITH LD.
-

I

•

TICKETS: NON-STUDENT ADULTS
-

$2. 00.

CHILDREN

·.

FREE

'

•

,, .
•

7:30pm - April 19th - Orlando Stadium

Wide Open, Star Bound Football

The entertainment and feature supplement

of~ Future

•

T.h e
orld's
businessman
BY RICHARD TRUETT

•

A battered black phone sitting in a
water fountain rings. R.G. Kondra~ki
picks it up and says "Kondracki"
quickly and nonchalantly. He listens
for a minute, looks at me with a sly
smile and yells out, "Parts, line four."
In a different voice, Kondracki says,
"This is the parts manager. May I
help you?"

R.G. Kondracki takes a call at his shop (above),
which is surrounded by mounds of junk (right).

There is no line four at Kondracki shoe thrown in for good measure.
and Sons Foreign Car Parts in San- There is a desk in there and a cash
ford. And there is no parts manager register on it that have not seen
either. But there is R.G. Kondracki, sunlight in over a decade.
comedian, mechanic, and possibly the
"Yeah, ever since my computer
world's sloppiest businessmen.
· system broke down, I have had a hard
One look inside his office is enough time filing things," says Kondracki
to make someone reel in disbelief. The as he wanders over to a faded red
floor is not visible. It is covered with Coke machine where he is about to
papers, auto parts, trophies, and just pull out a cold beer. The broken complain garbage. There is even an old puter system is how Kondracki exApril 19, 1985 Volume 1 Number 12

plains the phone numbers of his most
important customers: they are
scrawled, barely legible on the
disintegrating wooden door to his office.
I
"You know, I had a woman call me
the other day and ask if she could do
an inventory for me for income tax
purposes. I told her I just did one. I
looked around and said 'Yeah, looks
see Kondracki page 2
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Kondracki

Albums
Ronnie Gilbert/The Spirit Is
The type of music Ronnie
sings isn't generally appealing to the youth of today. It's
If you are one of those peo- not exactly rock and roll.
ple who's musical taste is What it is, is folk music,
· really diverse, you're really something not too many peogonna go for this. If you kind ple are familiar with anymore.
of like to stick with your basic These songs have themes
popular music, you're going which are explained l;>efore
to have to pass up Ronnie the lyrics of each song. For instance, "The Death of
'Gilbert's The Spirit Is Free.
Stephen
Biko" · is a song
According to her press
releases, Ronnie Gilbert is a about a black South. African
well-known singer making a leader killed in 197 7 for dealmarvellous come-back. I per- ing in Krugerrands and corsonally never heard of her till porate investments. Not exI saw the album. Apparently actly the type of music you'd
she was in a top ten group bring along to dance to at
·
called the Weavers back in your next party.
There are also songs dealthe fifties

Free

Redwood Records

leeoftl Bar~
-- .

.

ing with various diverse subjects such as razing mountains, an old Southern prison
song, something from Hank
Williams, and a few generic
"uplifting" tunes, most of
which were written by Holly
Near, a folk singer of this
decade.
I gl.iess it's not really a bad
album. l mean, the lady's got
a decent enough voice and the
music is kind of okay, but not
something that made any sort
of lasting impression on me.
Let's just say I don't think
it's the sort of thing I would
put on the top of my list of
things to buy.
·
BY STACIE Sc1ARRINO

· Top· Ten Import Singles

-

These are the hottest selling import singles in Orlando according Record Bar.
(!)"Things Can Only Get Better" Howard Jones
(2)"How Soon Is Now" The Smiths
(3)"Why" Bronski Beat
(4)"Shout"Tears For Fears
(5)"Close To The Edit" Art of Noise
(6)"This Is Not America" Pat Metheny and David Bowie
(7)"Everything She Wants"/"Last Christmas" WHAM!
(8)"Welcome To The Pleasure Dome" Frankie Goes To Hollywood
(9)"Blue Monday" New Order
·
(lO)"Since Yesterday'' Strawberry Switchblade

Calendar
The last few presentations of The Mikado
such performers as Frankie A valon, Sha Na
at the University Theatre will be this
Na, The Four Tops, The Association~ Chuck
weekend on Saturday and Suriday. For ticket
Berry and The Mamas and the Papas. TJ:i.e
infonnation and reservations, call the box ofconcert will be April 27 at 8 p.m~ Tickets are
fice at 275-2862.
$13.95 in advance and $14.95 at the gate.
The Florida Symphony Orchestra· will preTickets are available at Sears stores and
sent its annual Springs Concert on Sat. April
Disney World.
20 at 8 p.m. at The Springs in Long-Wood.
George Winston will perform at the Bob
This year's concert will be programmed
Carr Performing Arts Center on May 5 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $12.50 For more info call
around the theme, "Romantic Interlude."
843-8111.
The Springs Concert is a special event for the
community. The FSO performs on a platform
Cheek to Cheek (644-2060) At the Villa
across the springs. Tickets .a re $16 reserved
Nova. 839 North Orange Avenue. America
and $11 general admission. Tickets are
will perform April 22 at 8 and 10:30 p.m.
available at all Select-A-Seat locations. For
Tickets are $18. Clay Gatton and Magic will
more info call the FSO ·at 896-0331.
perform Tuesday-Saturdays.
The Central Florida Civic Theatre will preCheyenne Saloon and Opera House
sent Extremities, an explosive play in which
(422-2434) Church Street Station, downtown
a young woman turns the tables on her ' Orlando. Johnny Lee will perform on May 3
would-be rapist and chains him up while she
at 9 and 11 p.m. Tickets are $9.95.
Off the Wall (851-3962) 4893 South Orange
decides his fate. The play will be presented at
the Edyth Bush Theatre at 1010 E. Princeton
Blossom Trail. Off the Wall has activities all
week long. Monday-Beat the Clock; TuesdaySt. at 8 p.m. on April 26, 27 and May 2, 3, and
4. Matinee · performances will be 2 p.m. on
Men 's Night; Wednesday-Ladies-' Night;
April 28 and May 5. Tickets are $4 and
Thursday-A Dance Contest.
available at the box office. For more ·info. call ·
Altamonte Mall (834-3334) Lady Hawke
896·7365.
and Beverly Hills Cop. .
Is There Anybody Out There a laser-light
Fashion Square Mall (896-2571) Return of
show with the music of Pink Floyd, will be
the Jed~ Police Academy II, Cat's Eye, Blood
presented at the John Young Planetarium in
Simple, The Breakfast Club, and Mask.
the Orlando Science Center on Friday and
Interstate 6 (831-3050) The Care Bears
Sat. at 9 and 10 p.m. The Planetarium is
Movie, Desperately Seeking Susan, The Last
located at 810 E. Rollins. Tickets are $2.50. · Dragon, Return of the Jed~ Friday the 13th
Madonna will perform at the Sun Dome at
Part V, The Break{as t Club, Porky 's
Revenge, and Baby.
the University of South Florida on May 9 at 8
Twenty-First Century (896-9382) Protocol,
p.m. She will also perform at the Orange
Family Plot, Brother From Another Planet, .
County Civic Center on May 10 at 8 p.m.
Up in Smoke, Cotton Club, Cabaret, The TerTickets for both concerts are $15.
minator, Johnny Dangerously, and Head.
Walt Disney World will present a Sixties
compiled by Suanne Boehm
Superstars concert. The concert will include

from page I

like everything' s here.' "
All around his lot at 2711 Orlando Drive are signs of Kondracki' s sloppiness. Clusters of oyster shells lay scattered .
about. Sports cars are parked with disconcerted indifference
and the paint, weathered by age and neglect, is peeling off his
building.
R. G. Kondracki is not the average small businessman. He
has no discernable bookkeeping system. His cash register is a
desk drawer and his business looks as ·i f some unexplainable
disaster occurred there.
It has been this way since 1968 for Kondracki, when he
first became interested in British sports· cars. But it all may
be coming to an end. Since 1981, there have been no MGs or
Triumphs sold in America a:r;id Kondracki' s business has
dropped off.
,
Kondracki fully admits that he still could make a lot of
money at his business if he changed his work hours and
habits, but he won't. He would rather go out of business than
work nor~ hours. Since 1968 Kondracki has opened at 1 or
2 p.m. each day and closed at 11 or 12 p.m. at night. His
customers are so used to his hours that most come by at 9 or
10 p.m. and do their business. Kondracki says that most people work during the day and don't have time to stop by.
Kondracki does not do most of the physical work anymore.
His son Mark, a senior at Seminole High School, handles
most of the tuneups, brake jobs, and repair work. Kondracki
provides the knowledge and inspiration.
Kondracki knew the end of his business was inevitable in
1981 when British Leyland stopped importing MGs and
Triumphs into America. "At one time I had no problem making three grand a month,'' says Kondracki in a sad sort of
way. "In '7 5, '76, '77, '78,' and '79, I was making more money
than I knew what to do with. Money did not matter to me. I
had money to burn. And I was burning and wasting it. I
didn't think it would come to an end. But when the British
put the word out that they were done, I knew it was coming
to an end. I knew it was over. It became a matter of whether I
wanted to switch to Japanese cars or go out of business."
Kondracki said that it would be impossible for him to
switCh to selling and servicing Japanese cars because he
would have to learn everything all over again as well as get
rid of the 50 or so British sports cars on his lot and replace
them with Japanese cars.
.
Kondracki, roguish in appearance, is a smart man. Many
times he has contemplated his past and speculated his future
while sitting in the light from his parts warehouse late at
night. Sometimes from the road Kondracki looks like a
shadowy silhouette in the doorway of his business.
Who would have thought it would have to end this way for
a man who has dedicated the majority of his life keeping the
cars he loves alive? To many of his customers, Kondracki is a.
road warrior of sorts. He fights rust, accidents, wear and
abuse. He sees that part~ get to the people who need them.
Just two weeks ago he delivered two fenders to a customer in
Washington D.C. A week before that, a man came all the way
from Tallahassee to buy parts from Kondracki.
But some weeks Kondracki will go fot days without a
customer. Other times he will be so busy that he can't keep
up with tl~e work. What used to be a consistent, steady income has now become a gamble. And Kondracki is getting
tired.
There is no hair left underneath Kondracki' s green baseball
hat. His head is as smooth as a honeydew melon. Inside his
head is a lifetime of knowledge and experience with British
sports cars. If anyone has lived the life he wanted to, Kondracki is that person.
Kondracki fell in love with British sports cars when he
drove a neighbor's Triumph TR-3 "sometime in the early
'60s." Kondracki went into the Navy and became a pilot. He
, see Kondracki page 7
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How to attend a Prince concert
BY VICKI WHITE

There are two ways of attending a Prince
concert. One way is to try for a frontal view.
The problem here is everyone else in the audience seems to be taller than you.
An alternati~e method is to try the view
from behind. Unlike many other groups;
Prince and The Revolution perform their concerts in 360. This means that people can sit
behind the stage and still see the show-or at
least most of it.
After straining on tip-toe to (no avail) while
watching Sheila E. in action, I decicfed,
"There's got to be a better way." Noting that
there weren't too many people behind the
stage and overhearing someone's remark
about the Prince show being done in 360, I
decided to head for the rear.
Sitting behind the stage gives you a different view o~ the concert in more ways than
one. You get to see the underpinnings of the
stage show-what makes it tick. There is also
the chance to touch vicariously stardom by
striking up a ·conversation with the road crew
and maybe even wangling a keepsake out of
them (like a ~stick that Sheila E. actually
touched!).
. The road crew works every bit as hard as
the stars, both before and during the show.
Before the show, all the lighting and sound

equipment has to be adjusted just right.
Since Prince (and a few other members of
The Revolution as well) go through numerous
wardrobe changes, racks of clothes have to be
rolled out and de.posited in dressing rooms
located strategically around the stage. For a
- final touch, the stage is strewn liberally with
silk carµ.ations.
Finally, the show begins. silk carnations
drop from the ceiling as the band marches on
to the stage to the strains of "Let's Go
Crazy." Prince-spotters go nuts as the band
charges full-tilt into the song. The great short
one appears out of nowhere to take his place
front and center.

~

~

NEED CASH QUICK?
Long lines at the Book Store?
street

No lines

, across the
c ,Market
·lot.

ast servi~e
cash.

All the while, · the audience is in a frel1Zy.
One ·girl is carried out from in front by a
massive security guard. After a few minutes
she still hasn't moved, which prompts
another girl to observe, "She must be dead!"
This is obviously not an event for the faint of ·
heart.
a~m.
Finally, after covering all of the songs in
Purple Rain, not to mention a few tum~s from
past and future albums, the show comes to an ~--'---------------------
end. Security personnel gently herd .out the
dalliers-those people who are scrounging the
arena floor for one more memento of the concert, a little somet}J,ing to remind them of an
unforgettable evening.

All thru finals week
9:00

RECORD BAR'S
CODE NAME": Music Intelligence Project
MISSION: Track down Vital New Releases
OBJECTIVE: Expose New Albums Through

...

Special Pricing & Inside lnformati.on
CONTACT: Any Record Bar Agent

to 6 p.m. ·

Theres no
doubt you'~ going
to make 1t tn.
the real world,
· butwhat
about your car?

CHANGE NO CHANGE
1• ELLIOT
EASTON

e
e

First solo outing from the Cars' lead guitarist
Solid and exciting guitar-based rock

~\~.f.~ .

RA TILESNAKES
• LLOYD COLE AND THE COMMOTIONS
e Debut from bright new British band
e Warm and melodic pure pop impressionism /

2

CULTURE
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
3• VULTURE
e Challenging and riveting musical adventure

e

State . of · the - art sounds from major rock force

SECRET SECRETS
4• JOAN
ARMATRADING
e Top - secret appearance by Joe Jackson

e

Rock's best-kept secret is out!

EACHS.99

. Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
s400 for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.

CASSETTE OR LP
SALE.PRICES GOOD THROUGH MAY 8TH

Record Bar®
East Colonial Drive
WE CARRY COMPACT DISCS I ASK ABOUT OUR EXCLIJSI'/~ l ·YEAR TAPE GUARANTEE I WE HONOR VISA AND MASTERCARD!

•

Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.

FORD•LINCOLN•MERCURY

I
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Broderick stars ·in
'Lady Hawke'
BY SUANNE BOEHM

,,!
:

!i

It's full of adventure. It's·
full of romance. It's full of
drama. . It's full of comedy.
And most importantly, it's
full of fun.
The motion picture I'm
talking about is Warner
Brothers and Twentieth Century Fox's Lady . Hawke, a
wonderful film that's · got
something for everyone.
Lady Hawke is set in 12th
century Europe. The film
opens with Phillipe the Mouse
(played . by
Matthew
Broderick),
a
young
pickpocket . who · has just
escaped from Aquila prison
moments before his execution. Phillipe is almost captured when he meets up with
the search party but is saved
by a mysterious man in black
with a hawk perched on his
arm. The mysterious man is
Etienne Navarre (played by
Rutger Hauer).
.
While travelling with
Navarre, Phillipe notices that
Navarre disappears at night
and a beautiful young woman
appears instead. The hawk
turns out to be · Navarre's
love. Phillipe eventually
discovers that Etienne and
his lover Isabeau (played by

I

t

Michelle Pfeiffer) have a spell
cast upon them by the corrupt and powerful Bishop o~
Aquila (played by John
Wood). Because Isabeau
spurned the Bishop ,for
Navarre, the Bishop made a
bargin with the "Evil One" so
that no man can ever · hav.e
her, especially Navarre. The
spell makes Navarre a wolf by
night and Isabeau a hawk by
day.
Only at sunrise and sunset
~an they almost touch. But
they never do. Instead, they
are always together but yet
always apart. The story tells
of Phillipe's involvement to
help break the spell.
To be honest, I can't think
of anything bad with the film.
Director Richard Donner
(Superman) has hit the mark
in every aspect with Lady
Hawke. The best of his sequences are the thrilling action and fight scenes. Donneer makes the audience feel
every arrow, every blade
strike, and every punch.
The film's atmosphere is
nothing less than rich. Filmed
mainly on location in Italy,
Donner uses the Italian countryside and sever~ old castles
see

Lady Hawke page 6
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LADIES, LADIES, LADIES
by popular demahd
THURSDAY EVENINGS
In person
The World Famous

"Touch of Class" ·

Special Notice
.By popular demand

MONDAY
NIGHT
1

• BEAT THE CLOCK
• Sl .98 ADMISSION
• 8:00-9:00 FREE DRINKS
• 9:00-10:00 50¢ DRINKS
• 10:00-11:00 Sl.00 DRINKS
AND ON AND. ON AND ...

Lip-Sync competition Phase II
is now jn progress. Even more
CASH and PRIZES and a
chance at another

TUESDAY
NIGHT

$1,000

• S1.98 ADMISSION
•
•
•
•
•

male revue
performing for the ladies only
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Doors open 7 p.m.
Come early for the best seats .

GENTLEMANS NIGHT '
FREE ENTRANCE FOR MEN
50¢ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT
HOSPITALITY NIGHT
BALLOON DROP WITH CASH AND PRIZES

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

Super Prize
Call

Guys! Guy~! Guys!
While the ladies enjoy the "Touch
of Class" male revue in the Big
Room, you can enjoy your favorite
drink in "The Padded Cell" and
when the "Touch of Class" show
ends you can join all those ladie.s
for an exciting evening of dancing and fun.

OFF-T~E-WAL~

at
, 851·3962 for more information.

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE

•

•

•
4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL

MON.·THURS. WITH l.D.
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers 11112 a.m.

•

Coupon at bottom

• LADIES NIGHT
• 2 FOR l DRINKS ALL EVENING FOR LADIES
• FREE ENTRANCE & FREE FROZEN DAQUIRIES

HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 8P.M.·2A.M.
FRIDAY
6P.M.-2A.M.
SATURDAY _ 8P.M.-2A.M.

•

PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

851 •3962

CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

•
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'World' tops charts; Rolling StoneS album due
BY PAT VERNON

0

- Phil Collins' "One More Night" gives way to the
benefit LP for Africa. In only four weeks We Are
the World has hit the number one spot in
Billboard's Top 100. Madonna's "Crazy For You"
moves up to number three while her hit "Material
Girl" slips two nothches to number five. This
week's big surprise is Animotion which enters the
top ten with "Obsession" coming in at number '
ni~
.
Although Tom Petty's "Don't Come Around
Here No More" only makes it to number twentyfive in the Hot 100, The Heartbreakers are number
two in Billboard's Top ~ock Tracks. At number one
is Eric Clapton's "Forever Man" while "We Are
the World" falls to number twenty-seven. Top Ten
Rock Tracks also include Mick Jagger, The Firm

Entertainment
and Bruce Springsteen.
With the exception of Springsteen, most artists
on the rock chart aren't even in the top twenty on
the Hot 100. Obviously there is a difference in taste
between contemporary rock and pop, but still the
label of rock-n-roll has been slapped on music that
does not even resemble rock in any form. Too many
times I have seen pop artists referred to as rock and
roll kings or queens.
M-TV's VJ Martha Quinn just recently finished a
promo tour in Japan. The video channel has been

available in Japan on weekend showings featuring
clips that have been cleared by Japanese record
companies. The videos contain subtitles and are
promoting bands such as Twisted Sister and
Motley Crue which otherwise would have never
gotten exposure in the East.
The Rolling Stones will be surfacing again soon
with their new album due out some time in June or
July. I believe they do that just to torture you.
There is talk of a North American tour to promote
their album which would begin this coming summer. Will this be their last? Seeing that Jagger has
made a solo LP and the other Stones are on to other
individual projects it may very well be the closing
of their career. Then again, maybe not. As you probably recall there was talk of "ending it all" when
Tattoo You came out.

-EUROPEOllSALE!

®

.{

I

RESTAURANT & BAR
l>-

Refuel for Finals
Our environment is fast-paced and fun!
JJ. Muggs is a rapidly expanding full service
restaurant concept featuring a menu filled with
great gourmet burgers, barbecued ribs, and other
tempting foods.

1375 N. Semoran Blvd.

MIO ICEWllWR lllCLUDES ALL THESE EITRAS:
0 Free wine with dinner, cognac after-in flight. 0 Free deluxe roundtrip
motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Gennany, Belgium and
Holland. 0 Reduced train fares to Switzerland and France. 0 Super Saver
Kemwel car rentals at $59 per week in Luxembourg.

(across from Reflections)

WE'RE THE ONLY WAY TO .FLY TI1 THE BREATHTAKING BEAUJY OF ICEWID.
From a 24-hour stopover to a grand tour of two weeks or more, we have the
perfect package for a Visit to Iceland, Europe's most beautifully kept secret.

GOOD TAStE
* Tuesday Night *

All fares subject to change and $3. 00 international departure tax. All fares valid 4114-618/85, except
Orlando-5/1-5/31185. For information, restrictions and reservations for all of lcelandair's low fares,
call Icelandair toll-free at 1-800·223-5500_ln New York City 757-8585.

9-10
3 for 1 bar & ca.II brands
Bring any GREEK mug for 50¢

dr~fl

• 3 for 1 Fri-Sat 10-ll
• After 9:00-2 ·for 1
!VERY NIGHT
LIVE .ENTERTAINMENT
TUES, THUR - SAT

ICELANDAIRJ-1~

1:/•l :z:M:ll,:Ztm2l:IMUm•zn1111.mmi

One test where only
you know the score.

I

I

+

(Check One)

Yes

No

DD
o .D
DD

Do you want to be the
only one who.knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?
Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it witll you and
read it in private? ,

j

_[

Hours:
Mon: 11 a.m.-1 O p.m.
Tues - Sat: 11 a.m.l :30 a.m.

Located in
Fashfon Square Mall
Between Burdines and
Robinsons
898-6041
Sunday: 12 p.m.-9 p.m.

l
I

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PWS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.
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Lady Hawke

Well Hold Your ClQSing Till Fall!

from page 4

to give the film a very authe.n·
Sdect your new townhome today and you don't have to dose until you return
tic look and feeling for a fan·
for the Fall semester.
tasy film. It makes the adven·
ture more believable, as if tlfis
really could have happened. ·
The performances in the
film are top notch from begin·
ning to end. · Broderick
doesn't waste anything he's
given. There are a number of
hilarious scenes when Phillipe
has several inform8l chats
with God.
.
And the Iittle white lies he
tells to each lover of the
other's words gets better and
Only 1.2 miles from campus 1---+-Al-•m•-•A-'"-nuc.-·•--'•'
better. Broderick also lives up
the the character's title· of
Universi1y Blvd.
:
of one:
'_'_'~ __ :
"The Mouse." The Mouse can
o
Washer and Dryer
quickly scurry to anywhere he
282-4393 ~.,; '
o
Decorator
?ackage
wants to, even to the smallest ·
Goodman-Payton
l;B
~-+-·
.._,
..11_.,1_1l•_·"·_,rio_
. .~,,.~:m-"-LANES-+-~-....
o
Space Saver
places. Broderick has ,one
Microwave with
asso<:iatr.s~ in(;:
~ . . , ""' hP'"'~.~~:\~o
very demanding physical
purchase
:-i.tlr pncr $\\.91KI S'i 1.21MI 11111nµ: 1gl' .11111111111 :u <J.2) firs! ~'l·: 1 r. 2"., :111nual c1p. )",, lill:1imi: c1p.
scene at a country inn
Ad1u~l il1l' lll~ l lll k·~rd 11 1 l -ll'.ll' ll'l'.N lrl hill. :\nnu:1I pl.'1\\'lllagi: 1
:m: 11.li'i"o. lluih hr S111wdl Buildl' r~ Jnr.
avoiding guards. He handles
it convincingly and leaves the 1 - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
audience With no doubt that
he is The Mouse. Broderick is
the main source of the comedy and he never misses hi8
target.
Hauer is also good. He adds
just ·enough mystery to
Navarre wit1}9ut making him
seem distant. And when he
speaks of his lover, Hauer is
sincere and moving. Hauer
works especially well with
Broderi~k. giving their scenes
·together an ,extra spark.
Hauer' s own action sequences
involve wielding a heavy
sword and crossbow. Hauer's
sword work shows great work
on the actor's part and makes .
for exciting battle scenes for I
the audience.
Pfeiffer doesn't have as
much screen time as the·other
two actors but her presence is
remembered. Her gentle
han4ling· of Isabeau makes
the trio of characters complete.
The music scor~ ~or the film
is just magic. Though the film
is set in the past, the.music is
very comtemporary. This
might not sound like a good
combination at first but it
does work. The score is
pulsating and crisp. The score I
adds so much to Lady Hawke ,
that it's contribution I
shouldn't be underestimated _
. as far as the film's overall ef- I
··~·
feet on an ·audience.
;~~
Lady Hawke has lots of
;•
·i:'
everything-swords, horses,
castles, magic-and the
magical spell it wraps its au·
dience in is not to be missed.
·:.'i{fi. ,.,» .·,... ·'·''''''/•C·!?;<
.
..
.•.,,.,,..e:·:·'·,,, ,.,,,,,,,,.,.!',;Y':'i·' '''..::·:·.'·' ..f'''
.,, ;f.
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Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

,'

@--.:

Write to:
McGruff"

Crime Prevention Coalition

,If;!~'· ,~· "·

,. Alaskan King Crab Legs.
.

$3.95 With any entree.

They7re selling like ~ot ~akes: Alaskan King Crab Leg~ at Red Lobster~
. Come m nght now and get a half pound of
steaming crab legs for ·just $3.95 when you order any entree.
Crack open the shelfand you'll find tender1 succulent meat that1s sweet and delicious.
But our special is only runn~ng for a limited time.
So hurry in. And get them while they1re hot.

Box 6600

Rockville, M:d. 20850

Red Lobster®

TAKE·ABITE OUT OF

~Bl

E

*approximate weight before cooking

Please sec telephone directory for Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you .

•

® l 985 Red Lobster Inns of Ameri ca.
Mos t MaJOr Credi t Cards Accep ted.
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Kondracki
from page 2

The
Real Estate Institute
College of Extended Studies

flew for five years. When he got out of the service in 1963,
Kondracki and Navy buddy Rick Cline tried several small
businesses in Sanford: a truck stop, a restaurant, and a gas
station.
KoJ!dracki and Cline stuck together until 1968. Cline, also
interested in British sports cars, packed his bags and headed
for Gainesville where he became a highly sought aft.er enginebuilder for Triumph and later Mazda. In August, 1968, Kon·
dracki purchased a · Sunoco gas station at 2711 Orlando
Drive. This Sunoco station later mutated into Kondracki and
Sons Foreign Car Parts in 1973.
That was the year Kondracki bought out Sunoco and turn· .
ed it into a used foreign car part.s business. That was also the
year the mess in his office started building up. In the original
building, things got so cluttered that instead of cleaning it
out, Kondracki erected another building adjacent to it. Tools
are swept neatly into piles and shelves are stacked with parts
that fit cars which are rapidly becoming extinct.
These days Kondr~cki spends much time racing high pe~
formance dual engined go karts. He also goes to auto auctions. He says he would like to have a small place with a
small overhead. But he says when he sells out he is going to
spend time fishing for oysters and hanging out with other
dealers.
"I don't want to just abandon my customers. So before I
leave I am going to sell them anything they want cheap,'' ·
Kondracki said.
''I am still going to be around for the customers who have
become my friends over the years. '.!'hey can bring their cars
by my house anytime and I'll fix them for nothing."
Kondracki, standing in his parts warehouse next to a desk
that has about four feet of unopened mail, catalogs and bills
strewn across the top says in a melancholy way: "I'm still
gonna be around.''

Real Estate Sales Pre Licensing
Course

50% discount*
with valid ID
Faculty - Staff - Students may register for the Florida
Real Estate Commission Course 1 - (Real E_state
Prii1ciples, Practices, and Law) for $62.50.
This 63 classroom hour course meets State prelicensing requirements.
For course dates and times, stop by the Real Estate
Institute in ADMINISTRATION Rm. 396, or call
275-2123

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR
*Discounted fees are not subject to refund.
U.S. Department of Transportation·

*Limited Offer.

WINGS N' THINGS RESTAURANTS

6101 N. University Drive
Tamarac, Flo.

2199 Wilton Drive
Wilton Manors, Fla.

726-1216

566-2199

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

150 S. W. 6th Street
Pompano Beach, Fla.

587-2475

781-9464

3556 W. Droward Dlvd.

All Take Out Orders using Boxes or Containers
.10 extra.

m

2011 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park, FL
(305) 677·7333

SALAD •.•..••••......•.. 1.15

Charbroiled Hot Dogs . . . . . . . 1.15·

Choice of Thousand Island or House
Dressing. Oleu Cheese - .50 extra .

(Flown in from Ouffalo. N.Y.)

Chili Dog ....... . ... : . . . . 1.55

CHEF SALAD • • . . . . . . . . . . . 2.85
ANTIPASTO ......•....... 3.95
MACARONI
AND TUNA PLATE ........... 2.95

Charbroiled Hamburger . . . . . 1.80
Lettuce, Tomato , Mayonnaise
1.9 5

With Garlic Oread

Charbroiled Cheeseburger

TUNA PLATE ...•....•..... 3.25

1.95
2.10

Lettuce, Tomoto, Mayonnaise
Grilled Onions -. . 15 extra

With Garlic Oread

MACARONI SALAD . . . . . . . . . 1.15

Fish Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.85
Lettuce, Tomato. Tartar Sauce

SIDE 01\DEl\S
Mushrooms . . . . • . . . • . • • . • • . • •
Onion Rings • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Garlic Dread . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Soup of the Day . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .
Chili . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Chicken Livers •.. Mild-M~d . -Hoc ..•

1. 15

1 .15
1. 15
1.25
2.05

DEVEl\AGES
Coffee.....................
.40
Sonka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
HotTea ..••..•.•••..... ·....
.40

Ice Tea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

.60

Coke. Sprite. Orange. Root Deer,
Diet Coke ... Sm.. . . .40 Lg. .
Vernor's Ginger Ale. . • . • . . . . . .
White Milk. . . Sm.. . . .50 Lg. .
Hot Chocolate . . . . . . • . . . . . . ..

. 70

.
.
.
.

•
.
.
.

Open Faced
Tuna Sandwich

1. 15

.65

.80
.60

WINE
Chablis. P.ose. Durgundy
Glass . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 2 5
Half Carafe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Full Carafe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 15

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Ham and Provolone . . . . .

2.70
3. 90 _

Salami and Provolone . . . .

...........

Coors

1.35
Miller Lite ......... 1.25
Heineken ........ 1.50

Coors Ute

Mixed (Ham 6 Salami) . . . .

Molson Golden .....

1.85
2.65
1.85
2.65

Sm.

2.05

Lg.

3.05

Tuna Fish .... · ....•.•. 5m. 2.45
Lg .

1.25

......... 1.25

Molson Beer . . . . . . .

Sm.
Lg .

Everything Avallable For Takeout
DEEi\
Michelob .........

Sm.
Lg.

Mild - Medium - Hot
X-Hot .25 extra
X-Wet .25 extra
Served with Celery Sti~l~s and
our Special Sauce
Extra Dleu Cheese and Celery . . . •75

Budweiser ........ 1.25

2.60

Basket Fried Shrimp ........ 3.95

CHICKEN WINGS
FRESH CUT WINGS
Small Order (10 p~.) ..•••
Lorge Order (16 pcs.) • ~ • . •

..... •, • ....

1.30
1.30

WINGS AND MORE WINGS TAKE OUT. 10011 $20.00

3.45
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ro.udly Presents
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UCFJAZZLAB

· .Spring Concert .
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·* Toots Thielemans *
Wed., April 24, 1985 .
· Stude.nt Center Auditrorium
8:00pm
.
FREE to UCF Students
$3.00 Admission Charge for Others

0
0

~-·

PA C is funded through the Actiuities and Seruice.< Fees O-' alloratetl by thP Student Oouernment of th i> Uniriersit,v of C~ntrol Florida under th e leadership of Student Body President Joh11 Sowin.•kL
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COVER
In the beginning, TV created Saturday Night Live. First to jump into movies, most
durable of the SNL galaxy, Chevy Chase now has a trio of new films, leading with a
comic thriller called Fletch. Page 6.

•

PROFILE
The kid who smashed his model trains for 8-millimetre thrills, Steven Spielberg, may
be the biggest achiever in Hollywood history. Page 4 .

•

•

•
•

FACES
Kelly LeBrock heralds a new age in computer-assisted design, Tom Cruise i green
with pride and Michael J. Fox leads a double life. Page 8 .

DIRECTORS
Robert (Romancing the Stone) Zemeckis, 11 years after a Best Student Film Academy
Award, is a leading comedy/action director. Ridley Scott, of Blade Runner and Alien
fame, built his visual talent with far-out TV commercials. Page 12.

•

COMING SOON
Highlights of our next issue: The very hot Tom Hanks goes for a financial splash;
Robert Redford and Meryl Streep give their all in Africa; Michael Keaton, Kurt
Russell and Robin Williams take up the sporting life. Plus a II/rd twist of Psycho.
Page 14.

Cover:
The twinkle in Chevy Chase's eye was captured by photographer Bonnie Schiffman.

Publisher JOANNE SANFILIPPO Editor BYRON LAURSEN Creative Director CHIP JONES Art Director MOLLY RUTTAN Design HORTENSIA CHU Produc·
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LEA Account Executives NICHOLAS IOVANNA, DONNA CALDERARA, CINDY VINCENT Los Angeles 303 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Suite 600, Burbank, CA 91502
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Publishing, a division of Alan Weston Communications, Inc., corporate offices-303 N. Glenoaks Blvd.. Suite 600, Burbank, CA 91502. Richard J. Kreuz,
President and Chief Executive Officer; Jeff Dickey, President of Sales and Marketing; Randy Ach~e . President of Business Development. All rights reserved.
Some material herein used with permission of their copyright owner, Universal City Studios , Inc. Letters become the property of the publisher and may be
edited. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts. Published three times during the year. Annual subscription rate is $3.00. To order
subscription or notify change of address, write THE MOVIE MAGAZINE, 303 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Suite 600 , Burbank, CA 91502.

Spielberg, ju t turned 21, brashl y replied, 'I think o, too," and was launched
into the world of TV with a ight Gallery
episode starring the formidable Joan
Crawford. Remembering his student
filmmaking roots, Spiel_b erg ha named
his own production company Amblin'
Entertainment. It' logo is from E. T - a
boy on a bike riding over the moon.
Amblin' Entertainment now helps sponsor the annual Nissan FOCUS (Films of
College Students) Awards. He 's also
quick to help promising people who
by Byron Laursen
might otherwise have a tough time
breaking into the film bu ine s. LawKasdan (Body Heat, The Big Chill)
beca me a writer and, ultimately, a director in demand
after Spielberg bought hi
early script entitled Continental
Divide, then introduced him to
director George Lucas, who
subsequently tapped Ka dan
to co-write the creenplay for
The Empire Strike Back. Chris
Columbus ; a film student at
NY , submitted a cript with a
great idea in it. It became
Gremlins and Columbus, who
honed his skills through several rewrites, ha s become a
prosperous creenwriter.
The TV work lead to Duel, a
movie of the week project, in
pi _lb rg
once told Time "wa my parwhich a maleficent unmanned
Indeed a
emi truck chase an innocent
driver through a western canyon. Duel won the Grand Prix
at the Fe tival du Cinema Fantastique in France, among
other award . Mo t importantl y, it ecured Spielberg s
fir t feature film deal , The
Sugarland Express about which
The New Yorker enthused ' ...
one of the most phenomenal
debut film in the history of
A collegiate effort called Amblin' earned the first big break, but a the movies. " The Sugarland Exfriendly spaceman became the major milestone.
pres is a Texas cha e story,
featuring Goldie Hawn in
another choice, beyond being either "a what many critics call her best film role.
jock or a wimp.'
At the age of 26 , Spielberg was in posiAfter the heady ummer of sneaking tion for a big-budget production. He eninto the tudio lot pielberg conceived tered the major league with a toothy
an hone t way to come through the splash: jaws played on primordial fear
gate . Amblin', one of a erie of film he and e tablished new box office records.
made while tudying English Literature The litany that followed helped et
at Cal tate Long Beach wa a 24-minute higher standard for film popularity but
t r of two lovestruck hitchhiker . In E.T has stood a Spielberg' favorite. The
addition to f tival priz s it won Spi I- warmth of the film 's central fantasy - a
berg an audience with a far- ighted tudio boy makes friend with a uper- mart
e c wh remarked "I think you hould
paceman who wa abandoned on Earth
b a dire tor."
(continued on page 14)
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If this is what abeginner can do with the NikonFG,
imagine what you could do with a little practice.
Recently, we recruited a group of
2eople who were novices at 35mm
SLR photography, handed them Nikon
FGs, and set them loose in California.
Their results didn't surprise us in
the least.

•

•

Because we designed the FG to be
so simple that a beginner could take
great pictures with it from day one.
Yet we engineered so many sophisticated systems into the FG that it's
perfect for a serious photographer,
too.
You see, the FG is a camera that
gives you as much or as little automation as you want.
In the programmed mode, just
focus and shoot. In automatic, you
can control depth of field by choosing an aperture while the camera
selects the appropriate shutter
speed. And in manual, you can set
both for complete creative control.

What's more, with the FGS extraordinary through-the-lens flash metering system and the optional SB-15
Speedlight, even the most complex
flash pictures become simplicity
itself.
So try out an FG at your Nikon
dealer.
Because no matter how terrific
you think these pictures are, theres
nowhere to go from here but up.

Nikon
We take theworldS
greatest pictures~
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Fatherhood
and Films

by Mike Bygrave

is the best of times and the
The first of - i
ree new films is
rst of times for Chevy Chase, Fletch, ba
the
popular
series of
/
e of the few comedy performm
els by Gregory Mcdonald,
ers who i also a major film star
h,-~,.-,.Lrll.-:aule to open this June. It's a return
be t of times because at the age q
o
, Chevy Chase of the funny wigs,
writer-comedian, who always wan
disguises and raucous physical comedy.
hildren, has just become a father for t e
In a fantasy sequence he plays basketball
econd time in two years - the worst of with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and wrestles
times because Chase can only spend a
in the dirt with Dodgers manager,
few week with his new daughter, his
Tommy Lasorda. "It's a comedy which
2-y ar-old, Cyd, and his wife Jayni in
requires acting to a degree, but not a lot
their Hollywood home. He is jetting off of serious acting," Chase says with a grin.
to tar in his third film in 18 months, the
"It's about a Woodward-and-Bernstein
second one with extended shooting in
Europe.
Chevy, as Fletch, lays a line of questioning on
"Three in a row is very tough," he
. ays, ettled into a plush couch at his
publicist's office. "I'd really rather have a
year off with the baby."
Cha e ha had varied luck in his film
career. The original Saturday Night Live
TV how for which he was hired as a
writer and gradually allowed to perform
hi own material, made him a star. He
then went traight into the hit comedythrill r Foul Play with Goldie Hawn. To
the writer and phy ical comedian, famou for his elaborate pratfalls, Hollywood added the patina of a romantic
I ading man. But Chases subsequent
proje t were wildly inconsistent, as he
ngagingl admit .
'The film I've done that didn't work
failed becau e they really weren't very
good. I didn t like Under the Rainbow or
Oh, Heavenly Dog!, so I don't see why
an ne 1 e hould.' Deal of the Century,
n ambitiou black comedy about the
rm r
which ha e de cribed as his
fir t r al acting role" and for which he
had high hope al o fizzled at the box
offi . n the other hand, National Lampoon' Vacation turned out well enough to
mak $104 million.
4
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type of undercover reporter who investigates a drug scheme on the beach and •
then he gets caught up in a different
crime."
Though few journalists are likely to
recognize themselves in a character who•
goes around "calling myself, at various
times, Harry S. Truman, Don Corleone,
Igor Stravinsky and Ted Nugent and get-•
ting the people I'm dealing with to believe me," Chase is pleased with Fletch. As
a writer, Chase has his own theories
about the relationship of thrillers to"' ~
some down-home swingers.
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(Above) Cyd, now two years old, bounces
., with Papa Chevy. Her sister, the newest
Chase, is named Calei.
(Above right) This "odd vibrations"
beach boy is one of Chevy's many disguises
~ for Fletch.

$

~

man who introduced himself "I'm Chevy
Chase . .. and you're not"), Chase is now
at ease with his fame, less prone to obnoxious behavior. He credits his third
wife, Jayni, and fatherhood for changing
him.
"I remember very well not being a
father, and I don't know what I did with
my time - a lot of things which were a
waste. Not the comedy, that was work,
but when I wasn't working. I was never a
very social person . I've always been a

comedy. "I think all those books are
comedies in a sense - the James Bonds,
the Travis McGees, the Fletche - they're
all about the clever manner in which a
larger-than-life character gets through
situations others of us never could. And
the characters have to use devices and
scams to get by . What those books
usually aren't, however, is very visual. So
they have to be adapted to work on th ~.mm!"ll'.n·•
screen."
In fact, this is Chase's second ·

with Fletch. Years
ago, histo manag~~il~=~~~:
ommended
the books
h·
wasn't interested in them the . ' T
ebody, partly because I play music at
time around, the producer, Alan · · e1s- home . I don't know what I did. I'd just
man, was an old friend and the screen- sort of hang out and party or something
writer Andrew Bergman, a co-writer of - and you don't do that when you're
Blazing Saddles. Chase agreed to go married and have children. I really
ahead . Filming with director Michael wasn't focused in my life for a long time.
Ritchie, a critical favorite for his early It wasn't a question of 'my life is my art,'
films like The Candidate and Smile, Chase or my comedy, because I'd already made
briefly had his doubts . "Michael films it. That's fine, you know, 'I made it every angle he can, then with every lens great!' but then you think, 'What more
on every angle, which can wear an actor do I want?' What I always wanted was
out. But when I saw the finished film it something that felt very natural to me."
was remarkable how Michael had evened
Now that he's got it, Chase's main
out my performance. I realized that he'd problem is finding time to enjoy it. From
shot just what he needed to make me Fletch he went straight to Europe to film
National Lampoon's European Vacation. Now
look good."
The son of a publisher in the New he's packing for Europe again, costarring
York Times book division, Chase grew with Dan Aykroyd for director John
up in a cultured, sophisticated household Landis in Spies Like Us. "Danny's awfully
and started his performing career as a good and I've never seen Danny yet permusician, playing drums and piano. Col- form to his abilities in any of his films. It
lege contacts eased him into cabaret, in a seems he's taken to playing the straight
show that later became the Groove Tube.
man, he's deliberately relegated himself
He next toured with National Lampoon's to that. But he can do more, he can stand
stage show, Lemmings, for a year and a on top of- something. Here I think I'll
half, where he met John Belushi. Then probably bring out the best in him - I
came Saturday Night Live and show busi- know I can - and I think he'll do the
ness history. Nev.er known for false same for me."
modesty (there was much of the real
Spies Like Us was written by Aykroyd,
Chase in his supercilious SNL anchor- which brings up the question of Chase's

own wntmg. After a long layoff he got
back to his desk last year ("Typewriter had
changed since I stopped, that's how long
it w;:is") but he says Hollywood's demand
for his performing abilities restricts his
output. "The hard thing for me is the
making of these pictures, the actual filming. As a result I'm limiting my writing to
fixing scripts, rewriting as we film, of
which I do a fair amount." Still, during
lonely nights in Europe, he found himself "reading a lot of novels and thinking

A masterful physical comedian, Chevy
loves cutting up.

about writing a novel. I talked to Jayni
about it when she came over to visit and
she said I should go ahead, perhaps
under a different name."
Writing a novel, playing music in the
brand-new 16-track recording studio he
has built onto his house or simply being
with his family will all have to wait for
the moment, as will any discussion of
sequels to Fletch. Could Fletch become
his Indiana Jones? "I don't know. They'd
have to make it worth my while and I
don't even know if money is it anymore!"
He pauses for thought. "Perhaps if they
could shoot the next one in my backyard .... " •
THE MOVIE MAGAZINE
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by Bill Braunstein

K

ell y Le Brock has the kind
of face mo t people don't
forget. They may not h ave
a lways known her name ,
however. Le Brock was ,
until recently, one of the coterie of
up er- u cce~sfu l fashion models hi gh ly vi ibl e, yet e sentia ll y
anonymous . That changed la t
year when Le Brock gave up her
lu crative cover girl career to appear in Gene Wilder's hit comedy
Th e Woman in R ed. Sudden ly Le
Brock was not just another pretty
face. he wa an actres - and accord ing to most film critic a darn
good one. With one hi t film under
her high fashion belt, the 24year-o ld Le Brock i anxious ly
awaitin g the relea e of what she
believe will be another, Weird Science, wh ich opens this July.
The script for Weird Science, wh ich
was wr itten and directed by John
Hughes, called for an actress to play
Li a, the " most beautiful young
woman in the world." And Hughes,
one of the most uccessful of a new
breed of Hollywood talent (he wrote
Mr: Mom and ational Lampoon's Vacation and wrote and directed Sixteen
Candles and Th e Breakfast Club),
knew a good thing when he saw it.
"J ohn h ad seen me in The Woman
in Red, liked me, and sent the script
to my agent," says Le Brock, who
initially turned Hughes down. Still
reveling in the glow of Woman' success, sh e was relaxing in the south
of France.
Five month later, upon Hughe
insi tence , Le Brock took a second
look and decided to plunge into Weird
cience. The tory revolves around two
oung boy , played by Anthony Michael
Hall ( ixteen Candles, The Breakfast Club)
and Ilan Mitchell- mith (The Wild Life).
Hom alon on a Friday night with nothing to d , they decide to create a beautiful
woman with a omputer. Enter Le Brock.
h film put L Brock in an unusual
po iti n. Though the o ld est p r on
amon th 1 ad
h e had the lea t

Type casting:
the script called for
the most beautiful
woman in the world.
ZI E

amount of acting experience. " I was
freaked out the first day I walked on the
set," Le Brock reca lls. " Everyone was
younger than I. It was lik e going back to
school and being seven feet tall , or having blue hair."
Born in New York, and reared in London (there's still a twinge of a British accent) , Le Brock is the daughter of a
French-Canadian father and an Irish
mother. While at a party in England, a
photographer a ked the then 16-year-old
Le Brock if she'd be interested in modelin g. She ub equently posed for a British
Airway ad and a career was born. At 18,
Le Brock decided to ·move on to a bigger
rage. Yet, when he came to New York
in 1978, the modeling wor ld was
not waiting with
open arms. "They
a id I wa weird
looking , ' re ca l 1
Le Brock. Ta ll ,
dark and sporting
full lips, Le Brock "
found he didn t fit
in with that year's
bumper crop of
models
the
blonde, natural , a ll- teeth -and-sm iles
look. "Th en, I got my first job, 20 pages
in Vogu e, and sudd en ly I came to be
in demand."
It wa n't hard to spot Le Brock. The
5'10" beauty's picture appeared on the
covers of national and international
magazines. Her most remembered
campaign was for Christian Dior - a
series of ads that had a soap opera-like
quality with Le Brock as the leading lad y.
Her husband producer Victor Drai
(they married in January of 1984) was
working with Gene Wilder on The Woman
in Red. Though Wilder was wild about Le
Brock and anx ious to cast her in the title
role, both Drai and Le Brock insisted on
a creen te t. T he results mad e everyone
happy. Now Le Brock is ex pecting more
good things with Weird Science. " It's a
touching comedy that has lots of feeling,
a nd omething for everyone," says Le
Brock. "I can't wait for it to come out."
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Michael l Fox
Work-Life in the Fast Lane

W

hile he filmed the new comedy
adventure B ack to the Future,
Michael J. Fox, the film's star,
would r ach a Hollywood TV studio at
ix in th morning, play Alex Keaton in
the hit TV eries, Family Tie, then head
t a an Fernando Valley- film studio and
w rk until midnight as Marty McFly, his
fir t big er en role. "It's like being three
cliff r nt ch aracter ," ay Fox during a
w 1 om break in the filming. "I'm Alex
th n Marty, and lastly, myself - I try to
lip into that la t character every now
and th n.'
McFly i a teenager who travels back in
tim to th Fiftie and meet his parents
high h ol tudents. After a eries of
a v ntur and mi adventure , he risks
lif and limb to g t "back to the future'
- th time from which he started.
'That all I can tell you about the film
Fo , with a laugh. "I'm
ri ht now
not upp ed to divulge any key story
p int .'
n thi

I find mylike that
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instead of once. "
Getting used to film was only one of
the challenges Fox faced. There was also
the schizophrenic frenzy of creating an
entirely new character for Future, as well
as being Alex on Family Ties. But Fox
claims it wasn't difficult. " I've played
Alex for three years now. He's kind of
like a shirt that I can put on and take
off," he says. "That made it easier to put
energy into Marty McFly. Plus, this is a
character who's closer to me than any
character I've ever played before. "
A native Canadian, the 23-year-old
Fox started acting at 15 injunior high . At
18, he packed his bags for Los Angeles.
Fox has appeared in features like Disney's
Midnight Madness, had a recurring role
in TV's short-lived Palmerstown, US.A.,
and guest-starred in such series as Trapper john, M.D., Lou Grant and Family.
Despite his success as a television actor,
Fox realizes that a movie such as this one
can have an even bigger effect on his
career. "It's really bizarre," Fox says . "I
can sit at home and say to myself, 'What
a giant movie I'm in.' But I have to remember it's a job just like· any other job,
whether it's a film for Lockheed or a
Steven Spielberg production. Once you
get on the set, you go all out. You do the
best you can .'' •
by Bill Braunstein

Billy Barty
Elfin Roles and a Giant Career

I

t's not every day someone decides to
make a movie with an 800-year-old ,
tree-climbing pixie in an enchanted
forest. But whenever they do, Billy Barty
is probably the first guy they'll call. Now
60 , with a show business career launched
in vaudeville before he was 10, Barty, at
3' 9", is Hollywood's leading presence
among "little people. " His role as the
diminutive octo-centenarian forest dweller named Screwball occurs in L egend, a
myths-and-magic fantasia headlined by
Tom Cruise and Mia Sara.
"It's the same old story," Barty jests.
"Boy meets girl , girl meets witch, boy
saves girl from witch, boy gets girl.'' Yet,
he ays in practically the same breath,
Legend is a bit unlike anything else in his
more-than-150-film experience. "The
co tumes and makeup were out of this
world," Barty says. "I had it easy. My
makeup only took three and a half hours
to put on. Poor Tim Curry [who plays

- . .,.

-
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the vUlainous Lord of Darkness] took
more than six hours. And you could only
wear the makeup once. After the day was
done, it had to be thrown away. It cost ,,.
$2,500 each time I was made up. And I
had one of the less difficult costumes."
Barty , one of 25 "little people" cast in •
the film , found his role quite strenuous.
"In one scene," he reports, "a stunt double was supposed to swing back and forth
from th e limb of a tree. He couldn't ~
figure out how to do it, so I just ended
up doing it myself. When I was finished ,
I went up to him and joked, Tm tired of
making you look good.' "
Away from acting, Barty is the driving
force behind an organization he founded
some 28 years ago, "The Little People of
America," along with "The Billy Barty
Foundation ," which he started in 1975.
Both help the medic a l wor ld study
dwarfism , and give their members support in overcoming medical and social
problems .
"We've had to fight stereo typing for ""
years," says Barty. "It used .to be that you
didn't work in Hollywood until a circus
movie came around. Or come Christmas
time you 'd get a job in a commercial
playing an elf."
Though elfin work is still the norm ,
Barty has compiled credits includin g
Alice in Wonderland in 1933 , A Midsummer
Night's Dream in 1935 , Day of the Locust
in 1975 and, as the traveling salesman
Goldie Hawn thinks is out to murder
her, in 1978's Foul Play. Of his latest role,
Barty remarks, "It's a crazy story . There
are a lot of spooky things . I am," he •
notes with the pride of a seasone~ / '
pro, "the comedy relief.'' •
·,
by Bill Braunstein
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Tom Cruise
• Creates a Colorful New Role

L

ike his pal Timothy Hutton,
whom he met when they made
Tap in 1981 , Tom Cruise played
Nathan Detroit , the pinstripe-suited
proprietor of a floating crap game in the
musical comedy Guy and Dolls. These
were high school performances, mind
you , but both lads emerged with a deep
desire to become professional actors .
Today Cruise - like Hutton - is one of
the major forces in American film with
,. The Outsiders, All the R ight Moves and the
highly successful Risky Bu ine s to his
credit. Hutton has gone from playing
schoolboys to portraying spies, but
Cruise has diversified even farther. In
his next film, Legend, Cruise will be a
green man who can talk to unicorns .
"I was fascinated with Jack O' The
Green " Cruise says of his sixth film
character (he also played a minor role in
Endless Love). "I was able to watch as the
• character developed in the director's
mind and in the script. It's a wonderfully
unusual role.
"Jack O' The Green," says Cruise, "is a
mythical character and requires a different sort of research ." In spite of his teen
heartthrob looks, Cruise reaches for
deep detail on each role. He writes up a
background for his character, to create a
sense of history .
For Risky Business, Cruise dieted and
exercised, losing 14 pounds, to make his
character look like a naive stripling.
Then he purposely added a little layer of
:) baby fat, to mask his musculature with an
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innocent, light chubbiness . For Taps, in
which he played a brutal military cadet
who goes psycho, Cruise powered down
milkshakes daily until 15 extra pounds
were on his frame.
Because his father, an electrical engineer, changed jobs frequently, Cruise
went to eight different grade schools and
three high schools, from upstate New
York to New Jersey to Canada to Missouri to Kentucky. Always "the new kid, "
Cruise used sports as a way to fit in, even
though the family would usually move
just as he had made new friends. Especially after his parents divorced , Cruise's
energies were poured into athletics.
One day he pulled a groin muscle and,
knocked out of action, transferred his
involvement to drama class . The heady
experience of Guys and Dolls sent him
into fast forward . Without waiting to collect the diploma he 'd earned, Cruise
flew to Manhattan. He bussed tables in
re taurants while looking for the break
that eventually carrie in an audition for
Endle s Love. Director Franco Zefferelli
critiqued his performance with a single
word- "Bellissimo."
"Acting has helped me mature ,"
Cruise reflects. "My real training comes
from working with my peers. By taking
chances in roles, I've learned to trust
my elf." •
by Jennifer Bridges

long-promised undercover story on drug
traffic at a local beach - i a welcome
change of pace for the performer.
'I'm having fun playing a straight person for a change," says Libertini, speaking from a phone booth in Utah after a
day's filming . "Frankly, I like to do stuff
that's closer to myself, whether it's com- .
edy or drama. In recent film , I've spoken with one accent after another and people do tend to pigeon-hole you. That's
why I was so glad Michael [Michael
Ritchie , who directed Fletch] thought
of me for the part. It may ound like a
cliche, but this has been the best time
I've ever had on a film.
Libertini hails from Chicago . He was
an original member of Second City, the
well-known improvisational group,
which also spawned Gilda Radner, John
Belushi and several other comedy stars.
Before making his film debut in Catch 22
(1971), he al o worked in a number of
Broadway plays such as Don't Drink the
Water, Bad Habits and Story Theater. In addition to dozens of television appearances, his other film roles include those
in Th e Night Th ey Raided Minsky's, Fire
Sale Soup for One, Days of H eaven, Popeye,
Deal of the Century and Sharkey's Machine,
in which he played 'Nosh," a wiretap expert who traded Yiddish quip with Burt
Reynolds.

Richard Libertini
Such a Character

R

ichard Libertini, one of the most
popular among Hollywood's
character actors, has recently
been a number of off-beat characters:
General Garcia, the slippery banana republic dictator of The In-Laws, Dudley
Moore's instigating Italian manservant
in Unfaithfully Yours, the lisping Latino
justice-of-the-peace who marries Burt
Reynolds and Goldie Hawn in B est Friends,
Prahka Lasa, the loopy Far Eastern
mystic alongside Steve Martin in All of
Me. Yet, for all these funny, memorable bits, Richard Libertini is hardly a
household name .
One reason for the intense, bearded
actor's lack of public recognition is
that he makes use of a slew of ethnic
accents to bring his rather unusual
characterizations to life. Libertini's latest
role in Fletch - he plays an exasperated
newspaper editor anxious to have his star
reporter (Chevy Chase) turn over a

The improvisational background came
!n handy on Fletch, when Libertini interplayed with leading man Chase, a
former Saturday Night Live writer and
performer. "There were a few situations
that seemd to call for spontaneous humor," says Libertini. And for the first
time in years, Libertini was allowed to
speak straight English. It could start a
trend. •
by Alan Karp
THE MOVIE MAGAZINE
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n th 1970' for th first time,
Briti h t I vi ion
mm rcial urpa s d th ir American equivalent
in tyl a nd invention. That was the work
f a mall roup of young directors,
till remembered in the British adverti in g indu try a a ort of "charmed
cir le." Adv rti ing's lo became Holl yVisual Leaps and Staircase Naps
wo d' ga in and the entire group is
known today for feature fi lm - A lan
Park r (Midnight Expres, Fame), Hugh aud iences are indifferen t to Scott's work.
Hudson (Chariots of Fire, Grey toke) Adrian Alien was one of the most successful sciLynne(Flashdance), TonyScott(TheHunger) ence fiction film s ever mad e.
and hi brother, the upreme visual stylist
Scott could probably have retired years
ago on the proceeds of his commercials
of them all Ridley Scott.
A stocky, red-bearded, softs poke n company, but he's a ferocious and obsesman, Ridl y Scott looks determined sive worker. While he filmed A lien, Scott's
n ug h t wa lk throu gh a brick wa ll fam il y once discovered him asleep on the
(giv n th giant cale of his produc- staircase, too tired to make it up to the
tion h om time ha to!). His extra- bedroom.
rd inary vi ual prowe s makes him a faHis new film , Legend, is another masv rit
m ng hi fe llow profe ionals,
ive project, opening this ummer. It was
wh o r alize ju t wh at it takes to create conceived, Scott says, "between finishing
th 2 lst century Los Ange les of Blade Alien and starting Blade Runner. I had
Rurine1; th painterly palette of li ght and the idea of an adventure story in volving
had in The Duellists, or the harsh and magic, goblins, pixies, leprechauns and
t rrifying ci-fi vi ion of Alien. Not that unicorns. Like all such stories, I wanted it

Ridley Scott

RS

to hinge on a climactic struggle between
good and evil."
To bring his idea to life, Scott con-~
tacted novelist and screenwriter William
Hjortsberg in 1980. Neither man could
have known it would take 4 years and 15
script revisions to get a workable film .
L egend was filmed in Scott's n ative
England and captures some of the esse nce of that country's ancient myths . •
Scott, as always, doubled as director and
his own camera operator ("because I work
so visually, I find it essential"). Tom
Cruise from Taps and R isky Busines play
J ack O ' The Green, who lives a free life
in the forest, until he becomes a reluctant
hero and battles the Lord of Darkness ,.
(Tim Curry of Rocky Horror Show fa me)
in order to ave the la t unicorn in
the world. Filling out the L egend cas t
are some of the best, and definitel y•
some of the shortest, character actors
in the world , "little people" who play the
goblins, pixies and leprechauns.
~
When he's not filming one of his spectaculars, Scott keeps his h a nd in with
commercials. The celebrated " 1984"
Apple computer commercial shown dur- •
ing the 1984 Super Bowl, for example,
was his. A man who shuns personal publicity, Scott has plenty of famous fans•
ready to laud his work, including Peter
Hyams, himself the director of three big
special effects films (including the recent
2010). Says Hyams , "I think Stanley Ku-•
brick and Ridley Scott are the two most
inventive filmmakers in the world today."

••

•

by Mike Bygrave

Scott's hallmark: a richly imagined visual
world.
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is third try wa the proverbial
ch arm . After two well-liked
non-blockbuste rs,
dire cto r
~obert Zemeckis went way over the top
la t year with Romancing the Stone, a
$75-million-grossing explosion of action ,
*comedy and romance. However, Zemecki h a ju t turned down a ch ance to direct the bound-to-be-successful followup
feature.
"I don't mean to sound conceited, ' the
per onable 32-year-old USC Film School
grad say over a brief lunch of pasta,
~chi cken and alad, "but I already made
that film. "
Zemeckis' step forward is an adventure
comedy concocted with the h elp of his
.a ever- ince-college writing partner Bob
Ga le, entitled Back to the Future. " It's a
wonderfu l fantasy that is a compilation
•of a ll t h e great my teri es about time
rolled into one," Zemeckis e nthuses .
Imagination a nd humor have marked
hi work, wh ich also includes a kinetic,
•anarchic comedy call ed Used Car and
a fancifu l fir t effort a lo w- budget
piece about four Beatlemaniacs, I Wanna
Hold Your Hand. The cast of B ack to
the Future include Michael J. Fox (from
TV's Family Ties) Christopher Lloyd (Taxi~
zoned-out Reverend Jim) , Lea Thomp• on (All the Right Mov es ) a nd Crispin
Glover (Teachers, Racing with the Moon).
The film, now shooting is supposed to
• be ready by late in the summer of 1985.
"It's about a teenager who travels back
in time 30 years " says Zemeckis. "There

Robert ·zemeckis
Comedy Director Romances Success
he bump into his parent as teenagers,
and some quite embarras ing moments
occur when he sees his parents at the
sa me age he is. It's an unusual situation,
becau se he 's confronted with familiar
thing , but they're simultaneously unfamiliar because he sees them as they were
in the pa t, rather than a he knows
them , in the present. "
Zemecki won a Best Student Film
Academy Award in 1973 for his black
comedy, Field of Honor. Is it difficult for a
man in his 30s to relate to the teenage
point of view? "Well,' Zemeckis muses, "I

hope I'm in touch with it. I feel like I am, ·
but maybe that's becau se I alw ays feel
like I'm 17. But I haven 't been sitting
around thinking about it while I've been
shooting, I've just been letting it go ." Of
his youthful cast Zemeckis says, "They're
won derful , and I think they're really
going to break out in this movie. They
get to play such wonderful characters,
the kinds of parts that aren't u sually in a
typical youth film. "
The idea of a teenager going back to
the time of his parents' youth has been
rolling in the minds of Zemeckis and
Gale for a while. "Bob and I have wanted
to make this picture for four years ," the
director confirms. The pair broke into
the big time when they were tapped to
write 1941. Next, Zemeckis and Gale are
set to write Car Pool, a comedy/mystery
to be directed by Brian de Palma. "But
that 's still in first draft tage," say
Zemeckis. "It'll have to wait until we nail
down Back to the Future." •

by Zan Stewart

•
USC Film School taught Zemeckis the
machinery offilmmaking.
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ill ANIBONY PERKINS repri e
hi role a Norman Bate , the
huggabl
yet murderou
p y hotic of Psycho (1960) and Psycho II
(1983)? A new in tallm nt based on the
lfr d Hitchcock cla sic i reportedly in
th works. To b called P.\·ycho III (are
you surpris d?), the latest episode - sure
t
ar us with om thing quival nt to
th stabbing-in-th -s h w r equence of
original - wil l s tart fi lmin g this
summ r.
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ook for lanky TOM HANKS - he
fell in love with a mermaid in-.
Splash - in a different environment this fall. Hanks will star in actor/
director RICHARD (My Favorite Year, Racing with the Moon) BENJAMIN's newest•
film, The Money Pit. It's a Steven Spielberg presentation, script by David Giler.
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hat wa th la t movi e made by
uperstar ROBERT REDFORD?
In what y ar? (An wer given
b I w.) It takes a mighty pull to yank
R dford from Utah, horn of his sk i resort nd his faci li ty to help Aedgling
filmmak r . However, Redford recently
I ft the nowy lop s of the Rockies in
prim ki ea on for th gr n jungles of
Africa . He' tarring in th newe t projt by dir ctor SYDNEY POLLACK of
Tootsie fame. Look for overage of Out of
Africa ba d on th life and work of
ISAK DINESEN in the n xt issue of The
n i actua ll y the
Movie Magazine. Din
nom-d -plume of Kar n Blixen an ind p nd nt w man who lived through
th colonial era in Kenya. The screenp 1a y i by Kurt Luedtke. MERYL
SI'R.~EP play the heroine.

xpect good sports in the next issue
of The Movie Magazin e. The unpredictable MICHAEL KEATON, •
of Night Shift and M?: Mom fame, comes
on strong as a pro hockey player in Touch
and Co, whi le former pro baseballer
KURT RUSSELL and al I-world goof
.ROBIN WILLIAMS team up on the story
of a hard-luck college football team m

E

The B est of Tim es.

&

0

•
he last REDFORD film? As director, he copped an Oscar for
Ordinary People in 1979. A an ac-~
tor, Redford's last outing was as the
sta r-cro sed slugger in Th e Natural, a
1984 basebal I epic.

T
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SPIELBERG

Filmmaker Spielberg with the young stars of Poltergeist, (from the left) Dominique
Dunne Heather O'Rourke and Oliver Robbins, and of E.T. The Extraterrestrial, Drew
Barrymore Henry Thomas and Robert MacNaughton.
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(continued from page 4)

and needs to Ay back home - reveals
Spielberg's continuing ability to dream
childlike dreams and set them onto the
screen. It's working title was A Boy's Life,
and the movie touches squarely on suburban origins and otherworldly imagin- '
ings, which are also the stuff of Spielberg's life as a boy. Fortunately for
filmgoers, Spielberg the adult has stayed .,
connected to his childlike, intense imagination, marrying it to a hungrily assembled mastery of filmmaking craft. In the
making of E. T, Spielberg was especially•
pleased about working with a group of
spontaneous, uninhibited child actors.
The praise he extended to E. T~· young•
performers can be applied with equal
truth to Spielberg himself: "If you give
them their freedom," he said shortly before the film's release, 'If you allow the
kids to come up with their own invention of how to do things, it's just incredible the magic they bring to the movies."

•

I didn't

buy my

car stereo
backwards.
Why should you?
My car stereo dealer told me if you want clean.
clear accurate sound-choose your speakers
first. Because if the speakers can't handle
it. you won't hear it. No matter what kind of
sound your receiver pulls in.
Then he told me: Jensen~
If you want to hear it the way they played it.
choose Jensen speakers first. Jensen invented
car speakers in the first place. And they're
a leader today. Simply because they know
how to deliver the goods.
Naturally I got a Jensen receiver to go
with my Jensen speakers. Great team,
designed to play best together. Makes sense.
Makes great sound, too. I want to hear
it all. With Jensen. I do.

JENSENe
When you want it all.

